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Tuition rise, enrollment drop seen
byMarkGuelfi

S.U.s economic forecast hasn't changed
much in the course of a week, according to
president.
William Sullivan, S.J., university
'
Itcontinues tobe "gloomy.
As a result, Sullivan suggested yesterday
tuition might only beraised by nine to
ten percent to $104 or $105 per undergraduatecredit. This is substantiallyless thanlast
year's2o.2spercentraise.
Sullivan toldabout 100 peopleat an open
budget conference yesterdayafternoon that
S.U. must judge how the sagging economy
wil! affect the university and adjust next
year'sbudgetaccordingly.
"Next year looks like an extremely difficult year and Iam proposing that we aproachit in that light,"hesaid.
Sullivan suggested that next year's budget
c based on a conservative enrollment estilate of 4,350 students, a six percent decline
om last fall'sactual enrollment.
When setting tuition rates for next year,
ullivan saidthat thelownumberof summer
opportunities should be taken
to consideration along with the fact that
federal financialaidwillbecut. A 9 to lOper-

'

9iut

I

«iployment

cent increase wouldcompare with a14.5 percent increase in 1981 and a 13.1 percent in-

crease in 1980. He noted that even though
undergraduate credit hour rates have
doubled since 1976, the increase is only a
totalof6percentinthelast fiveyears onceinflationistakenintoaccount.
Sullivan emphasized that a 10 percent increase is simply a considerationand that the
cabinet will finalize that figure before the
Feb.26 trusteesmeeting,at whichnext year's
budget willbeconsidered.
In regard to faculty compensation,
Sullivan said, "Our goal is not to lose
ground," noting that the university has improved its standing significantly in the last
five years.
Faculty compensationat S.U., according
to the scaleof the American Associationof
University Professors, has risen from the
17th to the39th percentilesince 1976.

Finally,Sullivan said that improvements
are going to have to be put on hold at least
until October when the fall enrollment figuresare in and the fiscal year 1983 budget is
finalized.
Barbara Yates, associateprofessor of economicsand one ofthreeguest speakersat the

conference, said that the nation is inits 30th
recessionsincethe 1830sandthat thesigns of
recession areeverywhere.
Thehousingindustry, she said,sunk to the
lowestlevel in 35 years in1981 andthe auto
industry is in "intensivecare." Unemployment, she added was 8.9 percent in December and the normal Christmas shopping
spree that
" merchants look forward to each
year was anemic."
Yates predicted that the recovery will be
slow and foreigntrade willnot bemuch help
despite the fact that the dollaris strong. She
explainedthatU.S. tradingpartnerscurrently are weak.
Yatesdidpoint to some signs of eventual
improvement. She called an increase in defense spending a sign of improvement and
the Reagan administration'sJuly 1 tax cut
another.
"The brightest star on the horizon,"
" she
continued, "isthelowinflationrates.
TheNorthwest's unemployment rates are
currently higher than the national level, she
said,adding that thenationalhousing slump
has not helped that figure. As a result, she
said the recovery in the Northwest is expectedto followand not leadthenation.

She suggested that the university build a
great dealof flexibility andadaptabilityinto
its budget because of the rapid changes that

theeconomycanmake.
The second speaker, Fred Weiss, of the
ColdwellBankerreal estate firmand amemberofS.U.'sboardofregents, said, "We are
intough timesand it is the well-managedinstitutionthat willdo thebest.S.U.
'' certainly
is a well-managedinstitution.
Janet Crombie, S.U.s new financial aid
director and third guest speaker, said that
federal funding for students willbe reduced
next yearand she expects thatthe Reagan administrationwillcallfor morecutsin student
aidin1983.
Next year, she said, the best estimate is
thatS.U. willget about $180,000 less in Supplemental EducationalOpportunityGrants
and about $90,000 less in college workstudy funds. About 25 percent fewer students willbe eligiblefor a PellGrant as aresult of the cuts and the Reagan administration is asking that Guaranteed Student
Loans not be made available for graduate
studentsafter April 1of thisyear.
Theadministrationwillpresent the budget
<o the board of trustees Feb. 26 "

Hunthausen vows
to withhold taxes;
reactions mixed
by Cindy

Wooden

MembersoftheS.U. community reactedthis week following Seattle
Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen's statement that he would withhold50percent ofhis taxes inprotest ofthenucleararmsrace.
Hunthausen suggested tax resistance as a means of opposing the
arms race in June, butat that timehad notmade a decisiononwhether
ornot hepersonally woulddoso.
The archbishop said Sunday on KING-TV program "For the
Record" that the arms race was "of such profound nature that I'm
cannotbeapartofit; Icannot support it.
ready tosay I
"I acknowledge and worship theGodof life andloveand this seems
so totally opposed that Ihave to find a way of
tobe so totally contrary,
''
registering that, hecontinued
Hunthausensaidhe wouldchannelthe moneytowardpeaceful purposes, suchas thePeace Academy or establishing a fund tohelp
" people
employedin defense-relatedjobs whofeelthe "need to resign.
The archbishop said that he was not urging that others withhold
theirtaxes,but simply offeredit as a suggestion of one way to workfor

.

Tom Ross cuts the ribbon at the official opening of the Bellarmine Hall

photo by tom van bronkhorst

wheelchair ramp.

for Wheels' celebration

Wheelchair ramp dedicated
by LauraScripture

The snow was

swept

off the

ramp last Friday as Tom Ross, a
disabled student, cut the ribbon
and wheeleddown the ramp at the

"Freedom for Wheels" celebration dedicating Bellarmine Hall's
disabledperson'saccessramp.
About 50 people were present
for the event including university
President William Sullivan, S.J.;
Vice President for Administration
William Hayes, S.J.; and William
iLeßoux, S.J., dean of arts and
sciences.
"I was very pleased to see so
many members of the faculty and
staff at thededication,"saidMarie
Hudgins, program director for
Disabled Student Resources. "I
think they (the administration)
really care. It's something they've
wanted to do for a long time
" and
could finally afford to do it.
The ramp, which cost about
$30,000, is the product of two and
a half years ofconsiderationby the
advisory committee for the dis-

abled student access on campus.
Their task was to find a more accessible, as well as practical, route
intoBellarmine.
Other plans were, to issue keycards allowing students to enter
through the cafeteria without
security guard assistance as they
now require. A possible entrance
through the basement was also

considered.

According to Hugins, the ramp
was finally proposed as the most
practical and long-range solution.
Hayescalled the ramp "a dream
come true to some students." In
the past, students oftenhad to wait
in thewindand the rainfor a securityguard to openthecafeteria door
for them, but now the ramp will
give these studentsa "senseoffreedom,"saidHayes.
ACCESS,a campusclub formed
tocreate awarenessofdisabledstudents and their needs, purchased
seven framedposters for the occasion which dispel common(and incorrect) ideas about disabled students. The posters willhang on the

walls of the DisabledStudent Resources Office and later, during
Ability Week, they willbe mounted on thewalls of either the Chieftain or thebookstore.
Other ACCESS priorities are:
relaxing the door pressure returns
on the Pigott, Barman, and library
entrances; accessibility to theGarrand building, and making more
bathroomsaround campus accessible.
ACCESS' long-range goal, included in the Major Funds Campaign, S.U.s fund raising program,is making everythingaccessibleon campus in five years.

With the help of the new ramp,
students willbe able to get to classes and meals on time, according to
Hudgins. But the best part is that
the students will be able to come
and go at will. A spokesman for
ACCESS mentioned that as the
architecturalbarriersare removed,
morehandicappedstudents willattendS.U.

peace.

"I'm appealing topeopleoffaith whobelieveinGod, whosomehow
cannot identify thisweaponofdemonicdestruction with theGodthat
they know."
Taxresistancemaynot beanappropriatemeans ofprotest for everyone, Campus Minister TerrieWard said,but the archbishop's actions
doprovide achallenge. "Peopleneed"to find a way to protest destructionand injustice and workfor peace, she said."He's a very effective
leader at a time that is''
confusing for many people. He's responding
with personalintegrity.
Ward saidshethinks that in the past many peoplehavebeen taught
"personal ethics and have not focused on social injustices. We also
need to fight against sinfulinstitutions and find graced, positive ways
ofworkingforpeace," she said.
S.U. studentJanParks feels that the archbishophas found that positive step. "I likehis approach
to the problem,not trying to rebel, but
''
takingpositive actions, shesaid. "Somethinghas to bedone tocreate
inthequest forending thearmsrace.
-momentum"
"He's working for peace,"Parks said."Ican't argue with that."
"
GeorgeWeigel, a member oftheS.U. boardof regents, said, the
problem
of our
archbishop
'' has correctly identifiedthe central moral
time, but he thinksHunthausen's actions may not be thebest wayto
handleit.
"If the question of tax resistance becomes the occasion to think
through the whole problem, in all its dimensions, then we'll be well
served by this," Weigel said. "At the moment," he continued, "I'm
not hopeful that an approach that focuses exclusively on American
responsibility for thearms race" willdo that.
Hunthausen said Sunday that he "acknowledges that it's a risky
business and Weigelagrees.
"Therisk he runs," Weigel said, "is signaling to people that work
for peace involves breaking with this political
" community. I don't
think he means that,but it'sa possiblereading.
Weigel said the U.S. is the only nation that can bring about world
peace and he sees tax resistance as something that works against the
U.S. "If you want to end war you have to have an instrument," he
said.
(continued on page ten)
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Short term finance plan to be introduced at S.U.
by Brands Pittsley

Theuniversityadministration decidedlast
week to allow a private finance companyto
offer S.U. students loans to help them pay
tuition, said VirginiaParks, vice president
for finance. The Tuition Plan is a New
Hampshirebased finance company specializingin college tuitionloans. The decision
wasreached,Parkssaid,after thecabinet received recommendations fromherselfand a
committee setup toreview the company.
The committee, which was set up by
Parks, was composed of the director of
financial aid, the director of admissions, the
directorofpublicrelations, anda personappointedby the ASSU. The committeemet
for severalhoursduringfall quarter.
The Tuition Plan,which has beeninbusiness since 1938, has a good reputation, the
committee found. They claim to have serviced over 750,000 families and boast Willametteand Linfield collegesin Oregon as
regionalclients.
"It's arespected company, thebest one in
thebusiness." Parksverified, "All theschools
havegiven no indithat we've talked t0
problems."
reported to the
She
of
cations
cabinet that they've been unable to find a
school that doesn't endorsethe plan. There
are onlyabout three such companiesin the
nation.
Two different plans are offered by the
company. One of them, Parks explained,
worksonthe "Christmas club"concept. This
programis outlined in the brochure as not
beinga loan,butmoneyprepaidinmonthly
installments so that "adequate funds are
amounts due
available to pay the schoolthe
"
on therequireddates.
"Thesecondplanis essentiallyashortterm
financing planwhereyou borrowthe money
first and then pay it back in installments,"
Parks reported. "This program offers low
monthly payments," advises the Tuition
Plan, "andmakesavailablea widevarietyof

...

paymentterms."

The company offers an annual interest

rate of 18 percent, which maybe higher«©r
lower at the time an applicationis received.

A company representative assured Parks
that"if one appliedin June you could expect
approval of the loan withina periodof ten
daysor less."The company will finance any
amount needed and has one-, two-, threeand four-yearplansavailable.
Theuniversity willbe sendinglettersintroducing parents and students to the Tuition
Plan beginningthis spring. Parks said. S.U.
willbe the first school in the state to endorse
theplanasan alternative source offinancing
for students. Gonzaga University and the
University of Puget Sound are alsoevaluating the companyand willprobably adoptit,
said Parks, whohas talked with administrators fromotherschools.
Parks andthe committeelookedcarefully
at the collectionmethods the company employs. "There is no indication that they do
the kindof collection that wouldbe offensive to thestudentsor parents.Theydon'tdo
the midnightphonecall, the things thatyou
look at when you say 'finance'company
the old concept of hard collection," Parks
concluded.
TheTuitionPlan, asubsidiaryof CITand
RCA, will work independentof the university. Parkssaid that the university's only involvement willbe the,initialintroductionof
the company to families and to provide a
mailinglist."Theydon't pay us for thisprocess andwedon'tpay them todoit,"shesaid.
Carefulconsideration has been made to
control the mailing list. "We will enter into

-

Corrections
CorrectionsfortheJan.20 issue:
In the ASSU senate article on page one,
the ASSU vice president incorrectly stated
thata forumwillbeheld withmembersof the
administration Feb. 12. The actual date is
Feb.10 atnoon.

In the financialaiddirector story on page
three, theclosingdatefor financialaid applications is incorrect. The actual date is
March 1.
In the Carl Swenson interview on page

twelve, the phrase

capitalism" was

mistakenly substituted for "limited capitalism" in the second column, fourth paragraph.

responseitreceivedfrom the rest ofthe com-

an agreement with the company that says
they willuse the list for no other purposes,"
saidParks.

mittee."
Fox, another committee member, also
prefers a future move to an in-house pay-

One of the ways they will do this, said

ment plan,he reported that this was part of
the recommendation the committee made to

Mike Fox, director of admissions, is to includehisnameon the mailinglist"inorder to
see what kindof literature we get, to see if
one's name is allof a sudden appearingon
sweepstakesandotherkindsofjunkmail."

The TuitionPlan is not a replacement for
the government-sponsored Guaranteed Student Loan program,Parks emphasized."I
see it as in addition to, not instead of," she
said. TheGSLhas amuchlowerrateofinterest thanthe Tuition Plan,sheexplained,and
"you don't pay interest on it at all while
you're in school and you don't have to pay
any of it back until after you graduate; this
you have to pay back ''starting the month
afteryouget the money. Problems with the
GSLthatmake theplananeededalternative,
shecontinued, are that some students won't
qualifyfor them, or the GSL funds are not
sufficient to finance their education. The
GSLhas alimit of$2,500 peryear.
Yet despite the overall approval and acceptance of S.U.s association with the Tuition Plan, conflicts have arisen between
Parks and members of the committee as to
whetheranoutsidecompanyisreallythebest

alternativeavailable.

Committee member Eric Johnson, first
vice president of the ASSU, feels that the
eventual institution of an in-house plan
wouldbe amore acceptablesolution to student finance needs. "I came in (to the committee) with that idea," Johnson commented, "and Iwas pleased by the favorable

the cabinet.One of the reasonsanin-house
planis not now possibleis the lack of necessary computer software in the new financial
system. He added that computer programs
arebeing written that wouldmakeamonthly
payment plan possible for the university by
the1983-84schoolyear.

.

Parksis against an in-house plan. Commenting on the new computer system, she
said, "Mechanicallyit would be able to do
thebilling; thatdoesn'tmeanthat weintended to have a monthlyplan. As long as there
are other alternatives that are available to
students, it is my preference to let the banks
dothe financing or the companiesthatare in
thatbusiness, andletus do our thing, which
is educatingstudents.The pointis," shecontinued, "we don'tuse other students' tuition
to financeloansfor studentsto pay their tui-

tion."
Most of the other private universities in
the state do offer in-house tuition plans;
these include Seattle Pacific University,
Pacific LutheranUniversity, the University
of Puget Sound and Gonzaga University.
Before being appointed to the committee,
Johnson wroteto allof these schools to obtain information about their programs.
Repliesare stillcomingin, butWhitmanCol, lege,Saint Martin's Collegeand UPS have
already answeredtheletter.
The three colleges all offer similarplans.

They each have a monthly plan in which a
portionof the tuitionis paidat the beginning
ofeach quarter andthe rest is paidininstallments. Whitman and UPS also offer a deferred payment plan. In this plan onequarter or one-thirdof the charges are paid
at the beginning of each semester; the balanceispaidin twoor three equalpayments.

Theseschools charge an averageof 12per-

cent interest and requirenot more thanthree
extra employeesto runtheprogram.

However, without goinginto detail, they
all reported cash flow problems with their \
systems. Anthony Birch, controllerat Whitman, noted, "The programis a lot of extra
work someparents are very seriousabout
the programandmakeaccurate payments on

—

time. Students generally abuse the pro-

gram."

Even considering these negative reports,
Johnson believes that an in-house program
would still be the best answer to student
finance problems.Difficulties with the cash
flow, he said, are solvable with careful planning.He andFoxbothstated theirdesirefor
the Tuition Plan tobe a temporarymeasure,
until anin-house plancanbe organized.

"It would be temporary," Parks remarked, "onlyifthereis no longeraneedfor
it, orifit wouldbeinappropriateinits service
to thestudents.

"Ina period whenfunds are alittlescarce
and education is important, an alternative
like this is good,"she concluded."It doesn't
cost theinstitution anything;it doesn't cost
you anythingfor us to bein thisplanand if it
does help the other students, then you ask
yourself, 'Why not?'if it is agoodplan.Itis,
inmyopinion,thebestchoice."

There's no Sunday like a Super Bowl Sunday
by AnitaMumm

—

"Super
" BowlSunday sounds like
fun, Ithought as Ireread apassage from
and wow!What a
last week'sSpectator
choice! Did Iwant to spend $2 and have "2 ,
hot dogs; plenty of beer and chips, and the
game enjoyedona big-screen TV" at
Tabard or did Iwant to spend coupons and
get a "special SuperBowl Sunday
complete with TVs, hot dogs and beverages

...

...

in theCave?
Well, let me assure you, the fact that my
clothes werein the dryer or that 1 was rather
broke(twobucks is a lot of money to astarving college student; I
mean, twobucks can
buy two loadsof wash and a pack of gum,
ora magazine,or five Fifth Avenues and a
cup ofcoffee 0r .) never enteredmy
merelythought of myself asa loyal
mind.I
Campionresident and,therefore, Iopted
for the secondchoice.
Iwent downabout five minutes—early to
make sure 1 could get a good seat with all
that publicity Iwas sure the place wouldbe
packed.
1walked along the empty corridorand
—
intothe CampionTV room. But wait a
minute!Where were theTVs? 1only saw
one and it had a peculiar squiggly line
running down the center. Where were the
hot dogs? The chips? The beverages?
Where were the crowds?Only five people
sat there (well, six, including myself). In
fact, I was the only girl!
It lookedlike SuperBowl XVIdidn't
makesuch a big hit. "0.X.," Isaid,as I
straightenedup in the chair, "perhaps
—I
simply haven't given it enough time
maybe it'll get wildandcrazy in a little
—
while.Sure, that's it everyone's waiting
to come until a littlelater."Ismiled to
myself with this new thought as two other
peoplecame in and sat on the floor.
Just then, one of the commentators,
John Madden, a former coach, said,
"walking down that tunnel is a lonely,

..

lonely feeling."

Funny, 1 was just thinking the same thing
aboutthe TV roomas 1 lookedat the
bored,quiet faces next to me.
A littleexcitementbrewed up when someone shouted sarcastically, "That's right, fall
on it!" thenmumbled something as the
Bengalsstruggled to pick up the ball. What
a great beginning!

Fred Reiman and MikePetrie react to a play as they watch the Super Bowl
at Tabard last Sunday.
Well, after an hour,Ihad to faceit. Even
though there werenow 10people, it just
wasn't hopping.So, 1 decided to search my
drawer for that $2 and head over lo
Tabard.

gameweren't exciting enough, at least the
pool wouldbe!
Actually, as the laughing, groaning,and
clapping came at random, Inever could tell
whether the majority was for the Bengals or

WOW! Iwas shocked! It really looked
like a college gathering there! There wasa
majority of guys who
decked out in
— were
sports-type T-shirts
at least showing a
vague interestin— participation. There were
some girls, too you know, the epitome of
the cute coed; the ex-cheerleader,alwayswanted-to-join-a-sororitytype? Well, there
they were, they seemed to be having fun,

enjoying themselves.

too.

provided thebeer on tap, and —
Anigloo
—
AH there were the coveted hot dogs and
chips, loo!
This group, watching the large TV
screen,on which greens lookedmore
brilliantand orange more vibrant that I'd
ever seen before,
— had a side activity going
onas well a bettingpool! If the beer and

the 49'ers.But at least these folks were

IdecidedI'dlake one more look in the

Campion Cave beforeIhit my books.
Only two loyalistsremained. Iguess the
rest hadother things todo. Bui, whaido
you know! The hoi dogs arrived! They
came at 3 p.m.(maybe alittlelate, but they
came nonetheless)andthere were the beverages and the chips! The promised TVs ncvei
didappear,bin, hey, three oui of lour isn't

bad!
IdecidedI'd better test the food, so I
used my coupons and then headedback lo
my room to relax.
As Ileanedback against my pillow and
look a bile mil of ihe plump, pinkish,almosl warm hoi dog, Iihouglu to myself,
"You know, there's just no Sunday like a
Super bowl Sunday!

%
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Senate approves ASSU evaluations with conditions
by Mark Guelfi

tThe

faculty senate unanimouslypassed a

>olution last week supporting the ASSU's

tempts topublishfaculty evaluations.
The Faculty Information Guide will inide thenumericalresults fromevaluations
the ASSU intends to distribute in classes at
the end of this quarter. Questions on the
evaluation will cover teachingeffectiveness,
course content and grading techniques.
Todd Monohon, ASSU president, saidthat
itwill take only about five minutes of class
fetimetohand out thecomputer forms.

The guide will also include a statement
voluntarily by faculty members
that outlines their approach in the classroom and teaching philosophy. The statements, Monohon added, will be limited to
ISOwords.
The senate supported the publication,
provided the following conditions be fol-

submitted

—That participationby faculty is volun-

tary andany memberwho wishesnot to par-

ticipatebeallowedtogive his/herreasons.
—That efforts be made to minimize the
disruption
ofclasses.
— That careful
attention be given to the
problems of accumulating a reasonable
amount of dataon each faculty memberand
avoided.
Mhatbiasbe
— Thatafter
theguide is implemented,the
ASSU surveytheresponseof faculty and students.
Monohon said that he didn't have any
problems with the senate's conditions and
that for themost part, theASSU had already
adopted them.He did think, however, that
the suggestion to give faculty memberswho
chose not toparticipatea chance to reply was
a goodone. Those faculty, he said, can present their reasons in the 150-word statement
insteadof describing theirteachingstyle.
In responding to the senate's resolution,
Monohon said,"Iwasreallyhappy. .It's
great to see peopleat S.U. who care about
students."

..

The ASSUintends to publish the guides at
the beginning of spring quarter.
In other senate business, Gary Zimmerman, executive vice president, attended the
meeting to discuss the current status of the
facultyhandbook.
Zimmerman asked the senate whether
they wouldprefer work on the handbook to
berushedand finished intime to be in effect
when next year's contracts are signed this
March,or thatit be delayedanotheryear.
"I personally think it's folly to try and

Washington universities will get no
reprieve from collecting for residence hall
long-distance charges, Pacific Northwest
Bellofficialssaid at a meeting last Thursday

As of this year, dormitory students have
lost their ability to dial long-distance calls
directly: All long-distance calls must be
handled by an operator at more expensive,
M)perator-assisted rates. Also, students are
not allowed to accept collect calls or bill
third-partycalls to theirdormphone.
At the endofthis academicyear,eachuniversity will be responsible for collecting or
payingbills fromstudents who accept collect
calls or bill third-party calls to their room
phones.Someschools willhave to hireadditionalstaff to try to collect those bills, uniriityspokesmenclaim.
As part of a compromise effected last
spring, PNB has taken responsibility fordirecting the collection of these student bills.
But, basedon PNB's limited success so far,
many university representativesfeel that this
systemis not the solution.
"Iguessthe frighteningthingis that, come
June, the collectionis going to be our problem," said Judy Sharpe, S.U. director of
resident student services. Along with reprefrom other Washington universentatives
sities, Sharpe sees the process as an attempt
by PNB to force their losses from dorm
service (which totaled$128,000 in Washington alone in 1980) on the schools. "If the
'
billsare not collectable, we're payingthem,
said Carol Ditlevson, assistant director for
housing and food services at the University
ofWashington.
"You (PNB) get your money no matter
lat."
Although she disagreed with the tone of
i protests, PNB representative Kelly
Bernard admitted that the delayed billing
system "has always been a disaster."Citing
computer problems,Bernard blameda slow
billing process as allowing individual phone
eJ>ills to reach outrageous figures. But, she

»

'

I

The faculty section of the handbook will
bereviewedby the senate andreturned to the
administration before the end of spring
quarter. The administration will then spend
thesummer considering the senate'ssuggestions andwriting the finaldraft, andpresent
it at the facultyconvocationat the beginning
offallquarter.
Zimmerman added that it will be the
administration's final draft and that it still
needs the approval of the trustees. Thenew
handbook will be ineffect whenthe 1983-84
contracts aresignedinMarchof 1983

.

Low dorm occupancy worries housingdirector
by AnitaMumm
Although S.U. hit record enrollment this
quarter, on-campusliving isdown 7 percent
fromthe fall. After talking to students who
have left, Judy Sharpe, directorof resident
housing, believesthe reasons are "generally
alwaysfinancial."
"I don't know this for sure, but a year
ago, every single person that transferred
schools at the endof fall quarter transferred
into a public institution and every one
'' of
those (reasons) werelistedas financial.
But lack of S.U. students isn't the only
problem facing the housing department. It
seems finances are limitedfor everyoneright
now. According to Sharpe, she was notified
at the end of November that the Job Corps
program has had some budget cuts and

"won't beback" after this summer session.
Kirn Ornelias of Job Corps said that they
now occupy 41 spaces through the various
dorms
With a projected loss of aboul 150
students in all, Sharpe had to start looking
for some alternatives to vacant, dusty, unrented rooms. She's
— open to renting to
college-agestudents whether from a community college, Cornish,or theUniversity of
Washington. She also hopes to get another
group likeJob Corps, but as of now, sh" has

.

PNB officials not persuaded:
Bigphone bills in S.U/s future
by JamesBush

take the statutes to the trustees (Feb. 26) at
the same time that you are going to take a
budget
'' ofthe character that weare developing, Zimmermansaid.
By the end of the discussion, it was the
opinion of the senate that the 1982-83 contracts (signedinMarch)beunder thepresent
statutes, allowing sufficient time to review
the proposedhandbook.
In an interview yesterday, Zimmerman
said that William Sullivan, S.J., university
president, was "content" with the senate's
resolution.

added,"we areattempting every
" day tosolve
everyproblem that comes up.

In the first three monthsof this academic
year, Whitman College in Walla Wallahas
had the least problems with long-distance
violations,according toPNB records.Floyd
Bunt, Whitman's director of housing and
food services, creditsthis to tighteneddorm
rulesand penaltiesfor violators."Wehave a
very good disciplinary process internally,"
Bunt said, noting that two students were
thrown out of the residence halls there this
fallfor repeatedphone violations.
The billing numbersthathavebeenissued
students withlong-distanceservicecannotbe
used effectively, according to Sam
Weirbach, Seattle Pacific University
directorof general services, because operatots assisting on collect calls are unfamiliar
with them and often hang up before the
student can credit his call. Weirbach called
this a common complaint among SPU
students, whothen fear that their phone service willbecut inretaliation.
Weirbach has also been amazed by the
largenumberof illegalcallsmadefromSPU
dorms, which added up to approximately
$2,000 during fall quarter, $900 of which is
still uncollected. Other schoolshad similar,
though smaller figures. Western Washington University reported bills adding up to
$521 this fall, and U.W. had bills totaling
$806for thesameperiod
According to PNB's Dave Knoblock,
dorm service will be billed just like regular
residential service; however, university
officials werequick to point out'that this designation carries some responsibilitiesalong
withit.
"They're going to have to give the dorms
the same service that they give to any other
residence," saidS.U. Business Manager Kip
Toner. "We have to provide for our students, the university has that responsibility."
Failure to provide this equal service, he
warned, will not be ignored by S.U. "On
behalf of our students we will come at the
"
phonecompanywith everything we'vegot

.

.

graphicby Jamesmaier

"no assurances of that."She also has come
up with two otherplans.

The first option, "not in the slightest bit a
preferable way to go," was closing Xavier
Hall entirely and, if needed, making one
floor ofthe ELS (English Language School)
in Campion available to S.U. students. But
there is a disadvantage as Sharpe pointed
out, "students that live in each one of the
residence halls have a clear, distinct idea of
the kind of living environment they want;
and it's
Xavier is different from Bellarmine
"
differentfromCampion.
The secondalternative was that of closing
one of the floors in Campion and trying to
rent it out, possibly to other academic
departments, thus leaving all three dorms
open.

So far, her finalrecommendationhas been

to go with the second option. Although, she

admits, theenrollment at the endof next fall

will really determine the fate of
Xavier.
The idea of selling up married student
housing was also lookedinto,but according
to Sharpe, "(he cost right now is just very,
very prohibitive."
After writing to severalschools for information on the conversion of highrise dorms
(like Campion and Bellarmine) into apartments or suites, she decidedthat it wouldbe
cheaper to buy or build an apartment comlike the
plex. "What you're looking at
electrical wiring
in any of the students'
rooms isreally limited."
So, for right now, the prospect of married
student housing has been placed in a
"holding pattern" likemany other plans
due to a lack of finances, but Sharpe added
that she's
— "really be open to that at some
point if wecouldever affordit."
quarter

—
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Administrators play Scrabble with S.U. image
If you were to create a bumper sticker describing S.U., what would
it say?
— in five words or less what
The essence of Seattle University
would it be?
No, the administration is not planning to issue bumper stickers as
part of S.U.s Major Funds Campaign, but someadministrators have
been taking a serious look at exactly what the university stands for
andhow they want theschool to be perceived by others.
Greg Lucey, S.J., vice president for university relations and planning, and Mark Burnett, director of public relations, "went through a
lot of work coming up with the words that would say what we were
really perceiving ourselves to be," according to Lucey.
After a year of careful consideration, they decided that S.U. is a
"Jesuit,metropolitan, teaching" institution.
"And you're going to see those three words in print a lot," said
Lucey, "because we want to reinforce those concepts of what the university is."
was the descriptive word they
"Urban" not "metropolitan"
were originally using, but at the faculty convocation last fall when
Sullivan presented the three words to those present and asked for
comments, some people were not comfortable with the connotations
of "urban."
According to Burnett, "People thought the word was one-dimensional in that 'urban' described location only. 'Metropolitan,' on the
other hand, is more descriptive of our involvement with the city and
the city's involvement with the university."

—

-

-

Seattle

University

A genuine distinction or a semantic game? Hard to say, but at any
rate, S.U., the "urban university," is nomore.
In relation to this quest for a refined school identity, Lucey and
Burnett designed a new logo to be used on all university stationery,
businesscards and publications.
Burnett said that they developed the logo because they wanted a
symbol that would be easily recognizable as distinctly S.U.'s. Lucey
added that we don't want a "collage of images"describing the university.
Some Jesuit schools lack this consistency. Speaking of the University of Santa Clara, Lucey said that "if you were to take all of Santa
Clara's publications and throw them on a table, you would not see
one logo. There's about six different designs."
Lucey said that the S.U. logo will promote consistent views
about the university. "Twenty years from now, you'll see that logo,
and it will click that's Seattle University. Any institution that has
developed a logogrows inmeaning and inquality."
The same intensity of thought that went into determining the three
magic words to describe the university also went into generating the
symbolism of the logo.
According to an in-house memo introducing the new logo, the
Liberal Arts Building was chosen because it is the "most recognizable
and visible structure on campus." The logotype was "designed to
strike a balance between a traditional innovative typeface," and the
line "Founded in 1891" is included to "communicate S.U.s long service to the community as well as to remind the public of our upcomingcentenary."
Lucey also confided that they placed the logo next to the words,
"Seattle University," rather thanabove them to emphasize that weare
a university not a church.
Though it is not carved in stone, S.U. now has a clarified image
which should grow in meaningin the years to come.
This seems to be part of a recent trend, for the Duplicating Center
is now called the Printing Center; Security is now Security Services;
the former Learning Skills Center is the Learning Resource Center;
and the Audiovisual Center has become the Instructional Media
Center.
Maybe it is the little things that mean the most of all, but we kind
ofliked beingcalled an "urban university."

—

—

letters

all we lackedpeople with the time, theexperience, and the commitment to provide for the
needsof a growingcommunity. It is not that
we had to fight the college for our needs, but
rather that neither it nor the local Catholic
Church could provide for the active and
maturesupport that we needed.

Liturgies appreciated
To the Editor,
As a new student/staff memberof Seattle
University, I
am writing to expressmy appreciation and support fortheactivities andliturgies of campus ministry. Coming as Ihave
from a college without religious affiliation, 1
see all the more clearly the positive spiritual
and moraleffects that a college backed program can have upon its student body. Indeed,accustomed as Iwas to dry liturgiesand
thelack of any realCatholic community, the
music and communal worship of the CampionMasses struck me with thechilling vitality of adraughtofmountainair.

—

At Whitman we struggled to organizeone
retreatayear and usually failed.But at the
root of our failure was not an inability to
organize retreats or recruit priestly support.
Rather, it was our inability to develop and
provide for an ongoingcommunity of worship through the liturgy oftheMass. We had
difficulty getting priests; we had difficulty
finding aconsistentplace tomeet,and most of

"T~L~
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Student reveals
insecurity

To the Editor,
Security. Webster's Collegiate Dictionary
defines it: "measurestaken to guard against
espionage or sabotage, crime, attack, or escape. ..." Here we run into the word
"crime." Now, Idon't see any reason to define this word,but forthoseof you whosuffer
from "Johnny-cant-read syndrome," let us
just say that it is an act thatis considered unlawfulor illegal.
Now let us focus on S.U. What steps have
theleaders ofthisinstitutionoflearningtaken
to stop crime on our urban campus? Well,
they have enlargedthe security force overlast
year; they'veallottedmoney forthe purchase
To those who have never had nor really
beenforced to do without this community of
of uniforms, coats, and walkie-talkies,not to
mentiona few tape decks andmini-televisions
which Ispeak, my words may have little
to wane their sentinels of sleep through the
meaning. But to those who have labored in
vain forsuch a goal, thefoundationslaidhere
hours oftheearlymorn.
Yet, has this beenenough? Obviously not,
must surely seemamiracle.It is forthisthat I
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andinclude theauthor'sphone number.
The Spectrum page features staff editorials and guest commentaries from its readers. All
unsigned editorials express the opinion of The Spectator's editorial board. Signed editorials
and commentaries aretheresponsibility of the author and may not represent Spectator opinion.
Opinions expressed on these pages are not necessarily those of the university or the student
body
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if you were the girl who wokeup to find her
car was stolen the night before, or the boy
whosetape deck was stolen onlyafterhis window was smashed out. Someof you might be
thinking, like me, "so a window was broken
and somebody's car was stolen, so what? At
least no body got hurt." Well, not yet, anyway.

But the religious situationhere forms a relieving contrast. Sunday evening Mass in
Campionis packed; the music beautiful, the
liturgiesinspired.Thereis evena needfor the
chapelto be expanded,so great is the student
response to the spirit of God in their lives.
Here we havethe mature and committed support that is so essential to balanced spiritual
and personalgrowth. Here we have the supportof anadministration specificallycommitted to the spiritual growth of its students.
Here we have priests like theSt. Louis Jesuits
who havebeen so effective in bringingJesus
into ourlives.

The Spectator welcomesletters to the editor from its readers. The deadline for submitting
letters is 2 p.m. Friday. They will appear in The Spectator the following Wednesday, space
permitting.
All letters must be typed, triple-spaced and limited to 250 words. All letters must be signed

ManagingEditor

praise God and express here my appreciation
and hopeforthe future ofthese programs.
Francis Dominic Degnin

These are examples of crimes that took
place in the streets and parking lots of our
campus. Surely there is no crime within the
walls!?Wakeup. Thereis.
There have been numerous cases, such as^
the students whose jackets werestolen frorrfl
Connolly Center, or the rampancyof room
thefts at Xavier, or how about the 1lth floor
of Campion which has been plagued by as
many as six purse snatchings and mysterious

hallroamers?

Well, now I
believe wemust go back to the
beginning,back to the words"security" and
"crime." Doyourememberour definitionof
"Anact that isunlawful or ilthe wordcrime?
'
legal.' Anddoyouremember Webster's definitionof theword security?Correct meif I'm
wrong,"measures takento guardagainst
crime. ."Well, Security,how aboutit? ,
Matt Moran
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Iran remains but a step away from utter chaos
A yearhas passed since the hostage crisis
ended. While they were held, we were subjectedto nightly broadcastsof angry,effigyburningIranians tauntingand detesting us.
The atmosphere was so radical and rebellious, anarchy seemedlike a matter of time.
At this moment, Iran has not come any
closer to stabilizing itself and,in fact, is just
a stepawayfromutter chaos.
Khomeiniis still very much alive. During
the reign of the Shah, he was exiledand the
remainingmullahs were kept quiet, playing
an insignificant role in running the nation.
After the revolution, themullahsbecame the
very center of power with Khomeini at its
head.
Themullahscontrol almostevery facet of
Iranianlife.They are incharge of banking,
rationing, communications and most other
vital functions of the state. Khomeini seems
to betrying to takerevenge on anybody who
ever opposed him throughout the Shah's
The poor, who are the foundation of his

support, are illiteratefor the most part and
are at the mercy of the communications of

the state, which the mullahs control comely. His rule is total and offenders are
ted withmany ofthe traditionalpunishits. Pictures ofpeoplewhohave had their
feet beaten(a traditionalpunishment) have
►been smuggled out of the country. An Iranianstudying at S.U. has heard from contacts
in Iran that, indeed, Khomeini's punishments havebecome all-pervasive,with executions of people in their teens and even
muchyounger not uncommon. The student
feels that this intense fanaticism of Khomeini's is a different kind from the fervor
that rose to overthrowtheShah.The revolutionhas becomeadisillusionmentformany.
Enter the Mujahadeen. These people are
young, educated and usually part of the
more affluent middleclass. Most took part
inthe revolution,united with the singlecause
of ousting theShah.However,Khomeinihas
taken the nation in directions that pre-date
the revolution.Censorship is actually stricter
1

E

PETER FLYNN

Political
columnist

now thanunder the Shah, as are manyother
adhoc lawspromulgatedbyKhomeini.
Pop music of any kind is banished.
Women must where traditional clothing.
Prostitution is a capital offense and many
other Islamic doctrines are enforced fanatically by theruling zealots.
SAVAK, the police organizationunderthe
Shah that was so feared anddespised, seems
to bereincarnatedunder Khomeinias he accepts advice and training from the Soviet
Union. The student learned from his contactsinIranthatSovietKGB menare actually wearing traditional Islamic garb in order
to infiltratesubversive groups.

war ends, he will lose a vital force that has
beenservingto holdthecountry together.
Another problem of the Mujahadeen is
that it is not asingle unitedforce. There are
many factions withinit and- several groups
like it are vying forinfluence. This makes the
Mujahadeenan easier target forKhomeini's
police forceand serves to keep Khomeini in
power.
Iranis not any betteroff than a year ago.
Khomeini and his fanatical Islamic zealots
are losinginfluence.He held a rallywith an
announcedattendanceof 500,000 peoplebut
actually only about 20,000 showed up. In
Iran, the size ofthe crowdis a good barometerof support. They are fighting awar with
Iraq where some 15,000 people have died
despite procrastinationor,perhaps, because
ofit.
Thethreatofopencivilwar with the Mujahadeenorbetweenrival factionsis ever present. Foodis a problemdue to the shut down
of oil exports, which served to bringinreve-

nue to import food supplies. The future
seems bleak. No one knows what it will be,
butthe studentdoes notrule out thepossibility of civil war between the zealots and the
middleclass.
Interestingly, one reason the peasant
craftsman class may fight the Mujahadeen
wouldnot be for love of Khomeini, but because they have done relatively wellunder
himwhereas they wouldhavebeen hurt badlyby the industrialization theShah pursued.
The Iranians are a remarkable people,
possessing anintense pride in their glorious
past. Descendantsof thegreat Persians, they
areapeople who willnot give up their country without alot of bloodspillingfirst. Their
heroicson thebattlefieldare alreadylegend.
InIslam,if you diein a Jihad,andKhomeini
has designatedthe Iraqi waras such, you are
pronounceda martyr and ascend directly to
heaven. Paradoxically,this suicidalbravery
has been both a blessing and a curse to the
PersianGulf stateofIran..-

The Mujahadeen has been staging counter revolutionary activities, killing the Ayatollah Beheshti in one such incident. But

Khomeini retaliatedby ordering the Revolu-

tionary Guard to open fire, killingdozensof
its members.Other crackdowns evidence a
civil war being waged,atleast onalowscale.
But the Mujahadeen has many problems.
Foremostis the continuationofthe war with
Iraq. Khomeinirefuses to negotiatea peace
and objects to an all out offensivein orderto
use the war as a unifying force within the
nation. As long asa war is being fought with
Iraq,many peoplewho wouldliketo join the
Mujahadeen willnot in order to preserve the
state ofIranagainst an outside enemy.
Khomeiniis welladept at using crisis as a
political tool as evidenced by the lengthy
draggingout ofthe hostage situation. If the

He

accepts advice and tnainina"J from the Soviet Union
graphic by
sue turina

Worship space should also reflect excellence
KOn

Tuesday last, a genie appeared from
with a curious question. "If
Spectator
c
you had one wish right now, what would it
The answercomes easily as Ireflect on
le particular needonour campus.We need
remodeling of our worship space that will
eate an environment consistent with the
mtemporary emphasis on the liturgy and

is?"

JOAN HARTE
O.P.

Repartee

ieneedsof our students.

For several years now our enrollmenthas

remained high, placing S.U. as the largest
Catholic college in the Northwest. Achieveare easily cited and we are reminded
ments
*hat the focus of our institution is on excel-

lence. Our Mission Statement emphasizes
that "Seattle University's educational mission is to make a contribution to the wellrounded developmentof every one ofits students.Central to this aspect ofthe missionis
the academic and intellectual development
ofeach individual, whetherit be a freshman
honors student or a part-time graduatestudent in public administration. In such demanding intellectual development, S.U.
recognizes itself and its mission. Parallel to
this aspect isthe task of nurturing the entire
range ofthe social, emotional,aesthetic and
physical capacities of every student. In such
broadening development of human powers
and abilities, S.U. recognizes itself and its
mission.
Essential to the authentic growth of perin the perspectiveof S.U. is the ethical,
and religious development of each
student.This is a dimensionof everyeducationalactivity that the university engages in.
In this deepeningof the self-understanding
ofeach student, S.U. recognizesitself andits

sons

mission.

S.U. sets this goal of holisticdevelopment
beforeitselfwhilerecognizingthat its ability
to contribute to the growth of each student
varies with theindividual situation, personal
needsanddegreeof contactbetween theuniveristyandthestudent.The degree andqual-

.

ityof growth isaidedby thevalueS.U places
on community. The broad personal growth
of each student is best achieved in a community thathas a climateofmutual trust and
to the genrespect and a sharedcommitment
''
eralgoals oftheinstitution.
The needIaddress here is for a place of
worship that reflects the emphasis on excellence and the strong commitment promised
by the university. An excellent space is

The liturgy on campus provides one way
for hundredsof students togrow personally.
Here, they hear the proclamation of the
Gospel and its valuesandengagein theological reflection. The community of faith is
strengthened. Here is an opportunity for
preparation for service as lectors, Eucharistic ministers and liturgical planners. Students are educated to gobackinto theirparishesricherfor theirexperiencesin this Jesuit
institution.They learnhow tocombine good
liturgicalmusic with acreative environment,
how to participate in a community that is
alive;the very best we canoffer.
We have a potential sacred place, but we
needseveral improvements if this space, the
Campion Chapel, is to reflect excellence.
Morespace for students needs to be created,
old structures removed, new lighting, etc.
There once was a vision of what it might be
when the stained glass windows were installed with outsidelighting. Visit the chapel
sometime during the day and you will discover a great many Jesuit saints depicted in

We needaremodeling of our worship space
that willcreate an environment consistent
withthe contemporary emphasis on the
liturgy andtheneeds of our students
needed set apart for the celebration of the
liturgical life oftheuniversity community.
Campus Ministry is an apostolateof service to the entire university community. As
campusministers, wetaketheMissionStatement of the university seriously as we show
care and concern for persons and enable
membersofthe community to serveand engageineducation.

strong color.The stained glass is beautiful.
Last,but not least, we need a boldsign which
distinguishes the Chapel as ourcentralplace

ofworship.
As ourcongregationgrows and more students becomeinvolved in the planning and
preparation of the liturgies, my wish is for
just enough funding to recreate our sacred
space. This space wouldbe longremembered

as a modelof a community celebrating that
faith andlove that inspires service; that promotespersonalgrowth.

"As a Jesuit university, S.U. has a special
relationofservice to theCatholic, Christian,
and religious tradition from which it has
sprung. It expresses this both by studying
and teachingthis Catholic, Christian, and religious tradition, and by helpingto formnew
generations of leaders with sensitivity for
anddedication to the religiousdimensionof
humanlife."(S.U. Mission Statement)
Solomonbuilt a temple;weare not so ambitious,mindfulof thefact thatmonies need
to bespread over so many areas. Genie, Iam

confident that the present administration
will hear this wish and speedilyimplement
our plans. Who knows?Our Easter celebrationmay indeedbe ourdedication. Oh,Ialmost forgot, Genie, Ihave twomore wishes!
Let metellyou some othertime.
Joan Hartc, 0.P., is the directorof Campus Ministry at S.U. A native of Australia,
Harteis asister of theEdmondsDominican
Order andispresently a doctoralcandidate
atS.U. inthedoctoralin educationalleadershipprogram.

Each week, The Spectatoroffers a column
written by you, the reader, calledRepartee.
The term, according to Webster, means "a
ready, pertinent
"and wittyreply;an exchange
ofsuchreplies. Wedonot require thatyour
reply be witty, but wedo ask that it be ready
(Friday, 2p.m.)andthatit bepertinent.(Our
editorialboardwilldecideifitispertinent.)
Repartee is designed for those students,
faculty, staff, administratorsandreaderswho
find the250- wordlimiton letters to theeditor
confining. Weask thatopinionpiecessubmittedtoReparteebelimitedtofourpagestriplespacedandthataname andphonenumberbe
included.
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Visible Targets: A unique cure for musical boredom
by Robin Fleming

Dull music. Everyoneis familiar with the

diagnosis. But for almost every dishearten-

ing ailment, there is a remedy, and the cure
for pathetic and tedious musichas a somewhat strange but catchy name: The Visible
Targets.

Band members include: sisters Pam

Golden, guitarist; Laura Keane, vocalist;
Rebecca Hamilton bassist; and longtime
friendanddrummer,RonSimmons.
Cozily nestled in the warm surroundings
of Costa's Greek Restaurant, the band is
willing andeager to discuss its artful music,

andexplainhowitmaterialized.
Originallyfrom Yakima, theTargets' first
musicalinclinationsfloweredat an early age.
Rebecca and Pam began composing songs
whilestill ingrade school, andRon has been
making money off his tight and energetic
drummingsinceage IS.
While still a boy,Ron first caught Pam's
attentionwhenhe pulled her sandy-colored
hair, but destiny was not to join them togethermusicallyuntil manyyearslater.
For the sisters, the choice to makemusic a
professioncame whilelivinginEurope. Pam
andRebecca returnedto the U.S., andupon
hearing Ron's dynamic drumming, played
with him, and the trio decided to form a
band. When Laura returned from Europe,
she also joinedin; thus the birth of the VisibleTargets.
The Targets havea hardtime categorizing
their music, but as Ron states, "it'sbasically
rock 'n* roll."It is completely understandable why the Targets find difficulty in defining theirmusicwhenone takesinto consideration themanydiverse influences that make
up theirdistinctsound
The impactofthevoyage toEurope can be
detected in the unique soundof theirmusic
as wellas Rebecca'slove for Latin rhythms.

.

Visible Targets: Laura Keane, Pamela Golden, Rebecca Hamiltonand Ron
Simmons
center. Rebecca is unemployed, but keeps
Early British groups like the Beatles have

also influenced the Targets, "because anything youlike createsan influence, although
wecertainlydon'tcopyanybody," saysPam
in between bites of baklava. Rebecca also
points out that "we're constantly getting
new musical influences and constantly
changing. To keep ourselves fresh, wetry to
make a point of writinga new song before
each gig."
The bandmembers easily manage to keep
themselvesoccupied.Ron worksin the mailroom of a local magazine during the day;
Pam serves lunch at the Chapter Eleven restaurant and Laura works at theS.U. printing

busyby writing songsand running errands.
In addition to the day jobs, practicing six
nights a week and performing continually,
the Targets are presently employed in two
other projects. One is a color film which will
show the Targets performingthesong "Just
For Money," a high-energy song featuring
Laura as lead vocalist. Someanimation will
alsobe includedin thefilm.
The other project is a 12-inch, four-song
EP, expected to be released at the end of
February. The songsthatthegroupselect for
the disc will be "fun and compatible," says
Laura, adding thatone of the songs likely to

grace the EP willbe"Mechanical Man," an
upbeat tune thatholds true toitsname.
Like all of the Targets' original tunes.
"Mechanical Man" was inspired by a reallife experience.Rebecca appropriatelyconceivedthe idea forthe song whenher former
employer flatly declared that eating was a
waste of time when one could be making
money instead. "He lives on synthetic and
aluminum and plastic," the lyricsproclaim.
"Twilight Zone" is a number that speaks
for itselfby characterizingthe routineness of
day-to-dayliving; a subject with whichmost
everyonecanrelate.
When performing on stage, The Visible
Targets are cooland controlled. They don't
condone any certain "image" or behavior,
butinsteadportray themselves as artists and
people who love their craft. Pam says that
the band's love for its audience as well as
forallpeopleis genuine,and that the Targets
like to remain on a one-to-one level with
audienceas much as possible. Sheelaborates
byadding that "people are very perceptive,
so whether you're acting weird or just being
yourself,the feelingthat yougenerate
" willalwayscomeacross to the audience.
Laura tiltedher head thoughtfully. "We
take pride in being good songwriters. We
just being
couldbe makingalot moremoney "
acover band,but wechoosenot to.
Indeed, the band's originalityhas already
madethem successful, but greater success is
inevitable with their upcoming film, fresh
and vigorousmusic andattitudes towardthe
audience. The soon-to-be-released EP
should alsocontribute to the Targets' growing numberof fans and popularity,especially people under 21 who aren't privileged
enough to experience the band's music in
nightclubs.
Smiling, Rebecca invites and encourages
people to listen to the music of the Visible
Targets, "because when you're with us, you
can be happy and forget yourcares."

'Rigoletto' is yet another Seattle Opera success
by SuzanneEckstrom
The bitternessand pathosof Verdi'sRigolettoweretouchingly portrayedintheSeattle
Opera'sproductionofthisironic opera. The

performersand theorchestra,under conductorHenryHolt,combined theirmusical and
dramatictalentsto captivate theappreciative
audience.
OneofVerdi'sdarkestoperas,Rigolettois
based on Victor Hugo's play, Le Roi
v 'amuse. The story-revolves around the licentious Duke of Mantua (Enrico Di Giuseppe) and his deformed Jester, Rigoletto
(Richard Clark). The hunchback jester
cruelly taunts the men whose wives and
daughters have succumbed to the duke's
charm, only to find that his own daughter
Gilda (Kaaren Herr Erickson) has met with
the same fate. Rigoletto's sworn vengeance
becomes, like everything else, misshapen,
ironically endinginGilda'sdeath.
Clark, a Metropolitan Opera baritone,

compassionatelyportrayedthe grisled jester
whose spiteful mockery caused Count
Monterone(ArchieDrake) to cursehim.The
cursedeeply troubledthe superstitiousRigoletto whose fearsare laterrealizedin the tragic fourthact.
Rigoletto's bright orange costume contrastedsharply withhis misery inthe third act
as he searched for his abducted daughter.
But his buffoon costume could not disguise
hisemotions.In an effective piece of staging,

Sunday concerts
new at Tabard Inn
of Sunday night concerts at

A new series
Tabard Inn will begin this week, featuring
Northwestperformers. The concerts, which
will takeplace eachSunday at 7:30p.m., are
presented by the Seattle Music Coop, a
group ofmusiciansandmusic supporters.
Guitarist Eric Tingstad and banjo and
fiddleplayerPaul Smith willperform at this
Sunday's show.

the courtiers froze in place as Rigoletto
begged to be told where Gilda was. Their
immobility emphasizedthe jester's isolation
andhis inability to movethem withhispleas.
The reunionof father and daughterin the
third act was sung beautifully by Clark and
Erickson. Both performers were replacements for originally scheduled singers.
Kostas Paskalissuffered a heart attack last
fall, and wasunable to appear as Rigoletto.
Luciana Serra recently declined the role of
Gilda, whichErickson thenfilled.
Erickson, a native of Seattle, is surprisingly young. With her long blond hair and
pretty face, she makesa striking Gilda.She
sang the coloratura aria "Caro Nome"
rather softly, but her voice was quite pretty
andeffortless. When she emerged from the
duke'schamber as the youngGildawhohas
just been seduced, she hid her face and
repeatedly pulledher nightgown closeabout
herselfasone whoseeks to hidehershame.
Di Giuseppe,a MetropolitanOpera tenor,
dressedin winered velvet, lookedandacted
the part of the seducer. A short, handsome
man, his voice occasionally sounded forced,
though it blended beautifully with Erickson's in their second act duet. He also sang
the duke's aria, which opens the third act,
quitewell.
The chorus of courtiers that surrounded
the duke also performed very well.Because
of theirhatred for Rigoletto, they abducted
his "Mistress," latertauntinghim about her
disappearance.Clustering around the duke,
they animatedly described how they
imprisoned a young girl in.his room. The
courtiers' rich costumes and vindictive
capers were accompanied by talented
singing.
The increasing tension of the plot cul-

minated in the thunderstorm of the fourth

act. The offstage chorus, which sang the
storm sounds, was effectively without
the storm sounds was effective without
drowning out theothermusic.
The last act opens ona note ofirony as the
duke sings his aria, "La donna c mobile":
womenare fickle, and men must be wary of

their inconstancy. Di Giuseppe's selfassured singing expressed the duke's
pleasure in seducing any woman who momentarily caught his fancy.
As the stormdeepensin this act, Rigoletto
hires the assassin Sparafucile (Frederick
Guthrie) tokill theduke. The jester forceshis
daughterto listen as theduke woos theassassin'ssisterMaddalena(Nancy Pollard), who
acts as a lure for all-her brother's victims.
The duke and Maddalena flirt in Sparafucile's house, while Rigoletto and Gilda
stand in thestreet outside. They eachexpress
their separate feelings in Verdi's famous
quartet, which was sungbeautifully.
Guthrie's bass voice and tall, thin figure
madehima convincing assassin.His pirate's
garb, wine jug, and run-down house
enhancedhis menacingimage.
Pollard's portrayal of Maddalena was
voluptuous, but her dress was not. It was
simple and unrevealing.However,shehas an
appealing, seductive voice. Her acting was
particularlygood as Maddalenatries toconvince her brother to spare the duke; Gilda,
listeningoutside the door, decides to sacrifice herself to save the man she still loves.
This trio, during the height ofthe storm, was
sung exceptionally well.
Erickson sang Gilda's final lines quietly
and simply as Rigoletto held his dying
daughter in his arms and realized the curse
hadbeenfulfilled.

I
I

Kaaren Herr Erickson as Gilda and
EnricoDiGiuseppe as theDuke ofManta
SeattleOpera willbeperformingRigoletto
through Jan. 30. Also this season,Mozart's
The Abductionfrom theSeraglio willbepresented in March and Puccini's Madame
Butterflywitiopen inMay. Besides theinternationalseries, Seattle Operaalsooffers performances in English. For ticket information, ca11447-4711.

Recording Class
Multitrack Techniques
DaySpring Studio
783-1844
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HEALYUMS

feared Marty wouldbeousted as were hispredecessors, so theyarranged for a foster home. Marty, however, had chosen S.U. as his home.
Undauntedby well-meaning attempts torelocate him,Martyreturned.
Catshavean inherent right to be associated with educationalinstitutions. After all, what's one of the first words any schoolkid learns to
write?C-A-T!!!Catsare conducive toatotallearningenvironment.
Tome, Marty stands as a symbol of freedom andindividuality. His
decision to roam the campus despite the anti-cat element at S.U. is admirableand courageous. Hecould havechosena safe, warm homeand
grown fat on canned cat food. Instead, he chose to commune with
nature and enjoythe free lifeinthe traditionof Thoreau.

byTimHealy
mean, Iwasn't born liking
always
I
liked cats. I
like cats. Ihaven't
Actually,
I
anything
don't think anyone likes cats to
cats or
like that.
grow
you.
on
They
have tokind of
begin with.
likingdogs,
though. Ithink it's because
Everyone seems to beborn
dogs are basically dumb. They let you pull their ears and they chase
balls andsticks when you throw them.
When you throw aball and tell a cat to fetch it, he usually stares at
you with a "what did you dothat for, stupid?" look and walks away.
like cats.
Catsare essentially smarter thandogs (andpeople). I
liking
cats. It's about Marty.
This column isn't really about me
Marty lives on campus andhangsaroundMarianHall.Marty is a cat. I
likeMarty.
For years,cats have been a part of S.U.s campus. They're a tradition. Cats on campus are cool. They don't smoke, drink or do drugs
(except for an occasionalcatnip mouse).They'reusuallyreally mellow
too. Unfortunately, not everyone feels cats belong on a college campus. Perhapsthis is because theydon't paytuition.
Last February, two longtime residents ofMarianHall, onegrey and
one white cat, were ousted from campus for leaving what were termed
"little messes" within the hallowed halls of the vintage building.
Rumor has it that these were trumped-up charges conceived of by an
anti-cat contingent atS.U. Nevertheless,thecats were removed.
Formonths, thecampus was barren ofanimallife save for a spattering of preppies and a few squirrels bumming french fries. Last summer,Martycame to S.U. tocarryon thelegacy of catsoncampus.
> He immediately won the hearts and support of countless campus
workersandresidents who were cat-starved for attention. At first they
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Marty belongs on this campus.
Iwant to strike ablow to the anticat people before they get organized. If you move against Marty,
you moveagainst theprinciples of
freedom this country was
founded upon. Leave Marty
alone!
I
believe Marty provides the so
lution to theidentity crisis at S.U
regarding the campus mascot
it'sa sign! Ge
Marty chose us
rid of the Chieftain. We should
become the Seattle University
Cats. Sleek, cunning, swift and
deadly
a symbol of the innerprevent
city dweller. God love you, Marty's identity is masked to
;n "
reprisals from the anti-catc
Marty, and welcome to S.U.
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Fundingchange ends battle over housin
Pat Hurley nolonger seems angry, just dis-

Not even last week's sudden snowfall could keep St. Joseph's School students off the playgroundat lunchtime.

appointed. As the Jesuit pastor of St. Joseph's Church on CapitolHill lookedout his
office window at the church school yard, he
recalledtheplan thatcouldhave put St.Joe's
on the frontlineof commitment to the needs
oftheelderly inits community.
He evenhad the money. But the plan was
shot down by acombinationof angry neighborsandbureaucraticredtape.
St. Joe's experienceis a case study in the
kind of resistance churches sometimes encounter in their neighborhoods when the
churches respondto thecall for greater social
involvement.
Hurley has heard the callbefore, and answered.His officehas hints of aLatindecor: a
tapestry of Our Lady of Guadalupe and a
straw crucifix, reminders of the summer he
didmissionary work inNicaragua.Hurley has
apassion for the outcast. It's part of beinga
Jesuit, hesays.
Hishistory ofsocialinvolvementcontributed to much of the resistance he's had at St.
Joe's, hesaid."The year beforeIcameto St.
Joe's Iwas in jail with the California farm
workers. Iwasa threat to the conservative,
semi-wealthythat were thedominantvoices in
theparish,"he explained.
Hurley said that when he began plans to
providehousingfor low- tomiddle-incomeelderly, he knew where the opposition would
come from. "1 wasn't surprised. They are the
samepeople who didn't want the altarturned
around."
Hurley continued, "they were very apprehensive when Icame. They were very upset
with everything we did." Hurley came to St.
Joseph'swith Jack Morris, S.J., whoalsohad
areputationforinvolvementinsocialissues.
Although he did expect some opposition
andknew whereit would come from, he said,
"I didn't think the opposition
'' wouldbe that
organizedand thattough.
Hurley and members of Save a NeighborhoodEnvironment (SANE) havebeen battling for thelast three years overHurley's proposal to build an 87-unit apartment building
on St. Joe's School grounds for the area's
elderly.Thebuilding cost wouldbesubsidized
by the federalgovernment.

The battle,as far asHurley is concerned, is

3ver.Notbecausehe'sadmittingdefeator has

iecidedthat the project was-not a goodidea,
butbecause funding for thehousing has been
ivictimofReagan budgetcuts.
"It wouldhave been great," Hurley said.
"We weregoing tostartasort of fostergrandparent programand have them in the school
is tutors."
It wouldhavebeen a "mutually beneficial
program," Hurley says, for both the senioj^
:itizens and the children. "The childrelP
wouldn'tbotherthem.They lovekids."
Hurley saidthat overone-third of St. Joe's
parishionersareover65and thatmost ofthem
support the project. In fact, at the zoning
Hearings "a wholegang ofold ladies came en
masse"to voice theirsupport.
The ideato buildthe housing was triggered
9y two events, Hurley said.First his mother
lad alot of difficulties finding a place to rent
n the CapitolHill area after her apartment
luilding was converted into condominiums
Mid second,he was present at a talk aboutthe
leedsoftheelderly sponsoredbytheOfficeof
Catholic Charities. One of those needs was
lousing.
Hurley's family moved to Capitol Hill
when he was 14; he taught at Seattle Prep in
:he '50s, was a priest at St. Joe's in the '60*

ind served in a number of places before reurning to the parish IVi years ago. He had
seen co-pastor at St. Joe's for 4'/2

SANE's main objection to the project is
:hat part of St. Joe's property was rezoned
Tom single family to high-rise. The group
fears that rezoning could open the Capitol
Hill area east of 15th Avenue East to more
-ligh-risebuilding.

Theparish hasfive years tobuild ontheprobefore the rezone reverts to single-

serty

amilyhousing.

Hurleyexplainedthat thesame people who
lelped build St. Joe's School into whatit is

low are the ones who needthe housing. "It's
:imetoreadjust ourpriorities,"Hurley said.
The people who areinvolved inSANE and
he fight against elderly housing at St. Joaj^
hink that "things are just the same as th"
werein 1948," he said. "This wasa parish of
/ast families with many children." Hurley
said that the parish, with 35 percent senior
:itizens, is demographically different
'' now,
'but ourprioritiesgomerrilyalong.
The parish wants to use part of its school's
jlaygroundbetween EastRoy andEastAloha
streets and 18th and 19th Avenues East to
;onstruct the 87-unit structure. The sevenitory building would be lower than the
"hurch's naveand would be hidden on the
vest by existing'buildings on the hill. The
lousingwouldbe 'architecturallycompatible
vith thechurch andother surroundingbuildngs," Hurley said.

Morethan two years ago, the
lousing authority received a $4.3 million*
jrant forthe project fromthe Department of
iousing and Urban Development with the
tipulation that building begin within two
rears. Because of hearing and court battles
vith SANE, the rezoningpermit neededbeorebuildingcouldbegin wasdelayed
Therezone camethrough one month after
he two-year loan deadlinehad passed. The

archdiocese^

.

i

)

In thecaseofSt. Joe's, the parish wouldreceive$306,000. Hurley saidthatsince theland
wouldbetakenfromtheschool, themoneyor
at least part of it, would be used for the
school. His idea was to build a gymnasium.
"They [the children] need a covered play
space," he said. "The basement [where the
to be a
childrenplay now] was neverintended"
gym.There arebigpillarsin themiddle.
SANE,according to a member, objects to
the amount of school property that will be
used and claims that "it absolutely infringes
on the school, resulting in providingless for
thechildren."
They alsoclaimthat theproject will takeup
half of the usable play space on the playground, while Hurley says that it is between
one-thirdand one-fourth.
"This is one operation;" the church and
theschoolarenot separate, Hurley argues.He
does not see redefining the use of the church
grounds as going against thechildrenin favor
of the elderly.''"I felt it was time to readjust
our priorities, he added.
Building housing for the elderly was definitely an opportunity to show "Christian
commitment," Hurley said. "To runa school
isalsoasocial action,butit'saneed in another
area."
Hurley sees the housing project as a more
effective use ofspace, and as part of the ministry ofthechurch. "Though we cannot guarantee that this will house only our parishioners, or only Catholics, our ministry is to all
people."
Hurley also argues that the playground
space is used,at themost, 1 80 days a yearfor
twohours. "It is not presentlyused afterschool,
during the summer, or during the majority of
eventheschoolday.
"To fulfill the need for housing werecommendusingthespace365 days a year,24hours
aday,"Hurley said.
The "call" to minister to the elderly, Hurley also feels, is acalltoincreasetheservicesto
the parish. "The school has changed," he
said. The call for social involvement goes
"beyond the education
''of little children in
parochialgrade school, although that is important too,headded.
At one time, he continued, 850 children
from the neighborhoodaround St. Joe's attendedschool there.Now 450students attend
St.Joe'sandonlyabout120 of them arefrom
theparish. Many oftheotherslive in thewealthierareas of Seattle,such asBroadmoor.
When setting priorities, Hurley said, the
serviceto thoseat St.Joe's and inthe immediateneighborhoodmust betakenintoaccount.
"We haveno obligation to educatethe rest of
thekids,"he said.
"More wealthykidsareusing facilitiesbuilt
by the elderly who can't stay because
'' thereis
no wherethey can affordtolive, hesaid.
SANE believes that thearchdiocese should
look into the possibility of buildingin other
areas like they are doing near the Cathedral,
but Hurley argues thatsomethingisneededon
Capitol Hill where those people are used to
living and that St. Joe'sis the only possible
place.
"We have not been able to identify a site
within this neighborhood that would allow
for a building large enough to be financially
feasible and to allow for the programming

I wasathreat to the conservative, semi-wealthy that
were dominant voices in tie parish/
.

-Hurley

archdiocese reallocated the money prior to
thatand is building a similar, 85-unii low- to
middle-income project at 9th and Marion
nearSt JamesCathedralinSeattle.
<\
Hurley said that St. Joe's was the firsT
parishin the archdiocese toactually begin the
steps necessary for securing the grants and
loansneeded tobuildhousing fortheelderly.
The archdiocesehas set up an independent
corporation as the housing authority for all
similar projects and is willing to sponsor one
buildingeachyear.
The corporationapplies for the grants and
loans andadministersthem. All church, parish and parochialschoolproperty is ownedby
the archdiocesewhich will technicallysell the
land to the corporation, Hurley explained.
Theparishitself willreceivecompensationfor
thelandused.

.

Therezoned area of the playground islocated by the south side of the church, and includes thearea where thecars are
parked.

and ministry servicesthis wouldallow,"Hurley said.

Moreover,he explained,"we see the site as
ideal, close to the church, stores, bus line,

withthe security of thisneighborhood,
'' andall
thelivelinessof schooland parish
Tobeeligibleto rent one ofthe apartments,
a person would have tobe at least62 years old
and fit into the moderate or low income
bracket defined by HUD and based on the
medianincome forKing County,Hurley said.
The rent would include all utilities except
phone, and would beone-fourth of the person's adjusted gross income. HUD would
guaranteearent subsidy for20 years.

.

Moderate income is defined at $12,500 or
under. "That incomelevel wouldallowfor a
nice cross section of people," Hurley said.

inge ends battle over housing for elderly, but debate c

(The

battle,as far as Hurley is concerned, is
ver.Notbecausehe'sadmittingdefeat orhas
scided that the project was-not a good idea,
ut because funding for the housing hasbeen
victimofReagan budget cuts.
"It wouldhave been great," Hurley said.
We weregoing tostartasort offoster grandparent programand have themin the school
as tutors."
It wouldhave been a "mutually beneficial
program," Hurley says, for boththe senio*^
citizens and the children. "The childref^
"
wouldn'tbother them.They lovekids.
Hurleysaidthat overone-thirdof St. Joe's
parishionersareover 65and thatmost ofthem
upport the project. In fact, at the zoning
earings "awholegangof oldladies cameen
masse tovoice their support.
Theidea tobuild the housing was triggered
>y two events, Hurley said.First his mother
lad a lot of difficulties finding a place torent
n the CapitolHill area after her apartment
uilding was converted into condominiums
and second,he was presentat atalk aboutthe
needsofthe elderly sponsoredby theOfficeof
Catholic Charities. One of those needs was
lousing.

Hurley's family moved to Capitol Hill
whenhe was 14; he taught at Seattle Prep in
he '50s, was a priest at St. Joe's in the
ndserved in a number of places beforere^
urning to the parish7Vi years ago. He had
>een co-pastor at St. Joe's for 4/2
ears.
SANE's main objection to the project is
lat part of St. Joe's property was rezoned
rom single family to high-rise. The group
ears that rezoning could open the Capitol
lill area east of 15th Avenue East to more
igh-risebuilding.
The parishhas five yearsto build on theproperty before the rezone reverts to singleamilyhousing.
Hurley explainedthat the same peoplewho
elped build St. Joe'sSchool into whatit is
ow are the ones whoneedthe housing. "It's
me toreadjust ourpriorities,"Hurley said.
The people who are involvedinSANE and
ie fight against elderlyhousing at St. Jooj^
link that "things are just the same as th"
werein 1948," he said. "This wasa parish of
ast families with many children." Hurley
said that the parish, with 35 percent senior
itizens, is demographically different
'' now,
butour prioritiesgomerrilyalong.
The parish wants to use part of its school's
playgroundbetweenEast Roy andEast Aloha
Streets and 18th and 19th Avenues East to
construct the 87-unit structure. The sevenstory building would be lower than the
Church's naveand wouldbe hidden on the
west by existing buildings on the hill. The
housing wouldbe"architecturallycompatible
with the church and othersurrounding buildings," Hurleysaid.

'60^

Morethan two years ago, the
housing authority received a $4.3 millioir
grant forthe project fromthe Departmentof
Housing and Urban Development with the
stipulation that building begin within two
years. Because of hearing and court battles
with SANE, the rezoningpermit neededbefore buildingcouldbeginwas delayed
The rezonecame through one monthafter
the two-year loan deadlinehad passed. The

archdiocesa^

.

Inthe caseofSt. Joe's, theparish wouldreceive$306,000. Hurleysaid thatsincetheland
wouldbe takenfrom theschool, the money or
at least part of it, would be used for the
school. His idea was to build a gymnasium.
"They [the children] need a covered play
space," he said. "The basement [where the
children playnow] wasneverintended to
'' be a
gym.Therearebigpillarsin themiddle.
SANE,according toa member, objects to
the amount of school property that will be
usedand claims that "it absolutely infringes
on the school, resultingin providingless for
thechildren."
They alsoclaimthat the project willtakeup
half of the usable play space on the playground, while Hurley says that it is between
one-thirdandone-fourth.
"This is one operation;" the church and
theschool arenot separate, Hurley argues.He
does not see redefining the use of the church
grounds as going against the childrenin favor
of the elderly. "I felt it was time to readjust
our priorities,"headded.
Buildinghousing for the elderly was definitely an opportunity to show "Christian
commitment," Hurleysaid."Toruna school
isalsoasocial action,butit'sa need in another
area."
Hurley sees the housing project as a more
effective use of space, and as part of the ministry ofthechurch. "Though wecannot guarantee that this will house only our parishioners, or only Catholics, our ministry is to all
people."
Hurley also argues that the playground
spaceis used, at the most, 180 days a year for
twohours. "It is not presently usedafterschool,
during the summer, or during the majority of
eventheschool day.
"To fulfill theneedfor housing we recom-

mendusingthespace365 daysa year, 24hours
aday,"Hurley said.
The "call" to minister to the elderly, Hurley also feels, is acall to increasetheservicesto
the parish. "The school has changed," he
said. The call for social involvement goes
"beyond the education of little children in
parochialgrade school," althoughthatis important too,headded.
At one time, he continued, 850 children
from the neighborhoodaround St. Joe's attendedschool there.Now 450 students attend
St.Joe'sand only about120 ofthemare from
theparish.Many oftheotherslive in thewealthierareas of Seattle,such asBroadmoor.
When setting priorities. Hurley said, the
serviceto thoseat St.Joe'sand in theimmediateneighborhood must betakeninto account.
"We haveno obligation to educatethe rest of
thekids,"hesaid.
"More wealthykidsareusing facilitiesbuilt
by the elderly whocan't stay becausethereis
''
nowherethey canaffordtolive, hesaid.
SANE believesthat the archdioceseshould
look into the possibility of building in other
areas like they are doingnear the Cathedral,
butHurley arguesthatsomethingis neededon
Capitol Hill where those people are used to
living and that St. Joe's is the onlypossible

"We didn'twant the stigmaof a 'poorhouse'
and that's not what the
''government is interestedinbuildingeither.
"It's been a beautiful program," Hurley
said. "A lot of 'homes,'
'' not just buildings,
havebeenconstructed.
According to a SANE advertisementin the
CapitolHill Times,"After the initial shock,
many parishionersandothersin theneighborhoodobjected strenuously,but wereignored.
Many others just couldn't believe thatsucha
scheme couldbetaken seriously, anddismissedit."
Hurley, on the other hand, feels that more
than enough opportunities were given over
thelast three years for people to voice their
opinions and to get all the information they
wanted. "Wehad so many meetings, hesaid
emphatically.
The proposal was discussed and approved
by theSocial ActionCommittee oftheparish,
theparish council, theCapitolHillCommunity Council, the archdiocesan committee on
building and finance, the Seattle Zoning
Commission and theOfficeofCatholicCharities, Hurley said.

"

councilmembersvoted against. "They looked at it seriously," Hurley said, and took a
new vote whennew informationwas obtained
or newobstacles came up.
Hurley did not want the entire parish to
vote,because,hesaid, it wasa very complicated issue with many areas open to misinterpretation. "I don't think everything that
comes up in the parish requires a referendum."
He does feel,however,thatif avote were to
be taken now, the result wouldbe two toone
in favorofbuilding.
Wherethe projectis now, "Idon't know,"
Hurley said. "Thereis very little chance of
getting the money."Hurley saidall the plans
and designs are done; he pointed to a corner
oftheoffice wheretheblueprintsarestacked.
SANEis going to courtinFebruary against
the archdiocese and the City of Seattle to get
the rezone permit rescinded; the suit claims
the spot rezone was "arbitrary and capricious."
"I'd like to let the whole thing die without
going to court," he sighed.The plan's death
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Overthe three-yearperiod theparish council voted on the issue three separate times.
Twice they voted unanimously in favor ofthe
proposal and the third time two of the 17

Story by

Cindy Wooden
Photos by

James Bush

Pat Hurley, S.J., co-pastoro

place.

"We have not beenable to identify a site

within this neighborhood that would allow

for a building large enough to be financially
feasible and to allow for the programming

'I wasa threat to the conservative, semi-wealthy that
were dominant voices in tie parish!
-Hurley
archdiocese reallocated the money prior to
thatand is buildinga similar, 85-unit low- to
project at 9th and Marion
arSt. JamesCathedralinSeattle.
Hurley said that St. Joe's was the firsT
rish in thearchdiocese to actually begin the
steps necessary for securing the grants and
neededto buildhousingfortheelderly.
The archdiocesehas set up an independent
rporation as the housing authority for all
nilar projects and is willing to sponsor one
ildingeach year.
The corporationapplies for the grants and
ins andadministers them. All church, pari and parochialschool property isownedby
:archdiocese which will technically sell the
id to the corporation, Hurley explained.
Ie parish itselfwillreceive compensation for
:landused.

Eddie-income

ims

and ministryservices this wouldallow,"Hurley said.

Moreover, heexplained,"we see the site as
A ideal, close to the church, stores, bus line,
with thesecurity ofthisneighborhood,
" andall
thelivelinessofschooland parish.

To be eligibletorent oneoftheapartments,
a person would haveto beat least62 years old
and fit into the moderate or low income
bracket defined by HUD and based on the
medianincomeforKingCounty,Hurley said.
The rent would include all utilities except
phone, and wouldbe one-fourth of the person's adjusted gross income. HUD would
guaranteea rent subsidy for20 years
Moderate income is defined at $12,500 or
under. "That incomelevel wouldallow for a
nice cross section of people," Hurley said.

.

Construction has already begun on rent-subsidized apartments for the elderly, next
Marion Streets, using funds originallyallocated for theSt. Joseph's project.

t
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Learning specialist outlines reading strategies
by Rosemary Warwick

Have youever driftedthrough a book and
found that you reallydon't remember what
you've read?Ifso,perhapsSQ3R isfor you.
— Skimming, Questioning,
SQ3R
Reading, Reciting and Reviewing, was
explained last Wednesday in Pigott 403 by
Dick Johnson of S.U.s Learning Resource
Center.
Johnson, a learning specialist, began the
workshop by outlining two reading strategies: skimming and study reading. "Most
studentdon't think in terms of strategies,"
hesaid.
Using Time magazine as an example,
Johnsondescribedthe skimming formula. It
suggests reading the title of the article, the
first two paragraphs, the first sentence of
each succeeding paragraph, and the last
paragraph. By reading and reflecting upon
the titleandits relationshipto theideas in the
story, he estimatedthatone shouldbeableto
skim an articleinless than threeminutesand
gain a conciseunderstanding ofit.
For the student who can't spend the one
and a halfhours toread anassignedchapter,
Johnsonsaidthat by spending10 minutesbefore class skimming the material, the
student is more likely to benefit than if he

Dick Johnson

Community responds to
cax resistance peace plan
(continued frompage one)

"If the peace effort focuses on

taking
America apart, it is taking apart the
one in"
strument capable of doing the job. Weigel
said that, of course, is not the archbishop's
intention, "but that may be the effect of a
peace effort that is focused exclusively ''
on
Americanresponsibility for the armsrace.
The archbishop's actions are good in so
far as they "focus theattentionof allCatholics on the problem of war and challenge
them to think through to a perspective on
Ameican foreign policy," hesaid.
Associate Professor of theology George
Jeannot agrees with Hunthausen and felt
that it was time for a loudermessage to be
sent to the government calling for an end to
thearmsrace.
Jeannot feels that the government has
"deaf ears and dumb heads, incapable of
hearing and reasoning" and that communicating "through the pocket" is what the
government willunderstand.

were to read the chapter to get no further
than three pages. "That way the things
covered in the discussion will
'' at least have
someglimmer ofrecognition, henoted.
Briefly,study readingbegins in skimming.
It alsocombinesreadingand synthesizing the
material and then underlining the main
points. However, Johnson pointed out that
the "degree to which students
actually pull
"
out themainpoints isnil. He addedthat the
synthesizing often becomes overruled with
the excessive use of underlining, and as a
result,the studenthas to rereadthe chapter.
Here, the systematic approach of SQ3R
perfects study reading. SQ3R begins with
skimming thematerialto get thecontext. As
Johnson explained, "The more easily you
can associateyourself comfortably with the
key words, the sooner you pick up the pace
of your ownlearning."

The second step is to close the book and
write down three or four questions gleaned
from the skimming. Following this, the
student shouldreadthematerialwith the intention of answering the questions. "The
theory behind this," Johnson said, "is to
generate answers to these questionsas wellas
new questions. Reading willalso determine
"
theactualvalueofthe posedquestions.

—

eg ff

Step four involves reciting the contentsof
the chapter. For shy students, a 10-12 line
summary willsuffice. "Memory is a muscle,
you can expandit and workit into shape,"
Johnsonsaid.Minimalunderlining and marginal notationsconclude this step, preparing
thestudentfor the finalstep: review.
The review, Johnson continued, "incorporatesand reinforces"all that hasbeenpreviouslylearned. By the timeone reaches this
part of SQ3R, he will have looked over the
materialsix times.
An accounting major who attended this
workshop last quarter said that she had
appliedSQ3R to a mid-termexam in a legal
class thatrequiredmassive amounts ofreading, andthatit provedverysuccessful.
Johnson says the typical.students who
attendthese workshops seem tobeeither the
poorerstudents whorecognize a need or the
aboveaverage students whowant toget even
better. "The average student seems to be
lulled in the complacency of trying to
improve."
This Friday, the first in a four-part
workshop ongrammar willbe held in Pigott
403 from 3 p.m. until4:30 p.m. Also, some
time before mid-terms, a special workshop
geared toward helping students take exams
willbeoffered.

$1.50 S.U. Students anc\
children under 12
,—^
$2.50
General Admission
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"You have to adapt the message to the
mindset," Jeannotsaid. "Allthey see is the
dollar sign, so that's the vehicle for the

SHEO^BT

message."

The archbishop's position against the
armsracereflects whatmany people are talking about in their homes, but have not
publicly stated, Jeannotsaid."Many people
feel that they are alone and can't do anything. A voicelike that givespeople thecourage tospeakup."
Jeannot said the decision to withhold
taxes involves not only himand his wife, but
their children as well;consequently , he said
he and his wife have some "heavies" to go
through before deciding whether or not to
followsuit.
Inhis June statement toa Lutheran synod,
Hunthausen said, "Our security as a people
of faith lies not in demonic weapons which
threatenall life on earth. Our security is in a
loving, caring God. We must dismantle our
weaponsof terror and place our reliance on
God."
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Pigott Auditorium 7:30
A Benefit for the Seattle University
Child Care Center 626-5394

Perms (Including cut) $35.00

Lunches For Those ona Schedule
DinnerFor Those Who Like to Linger
BRING THIS ADINFOR A 20% DISCOUNT
ONALLDINNERS (KABABS, FALAFIL, KIBBY
AND APPETIZERS)
Hours: Mon- Thurs 11am -9pm; Fri-Sat 11am 10pm S
s<jw
This couponis valid the month ofFebruary.
W\

-

Classified
ALL TYPINGJOBS reports, manuscripts, term
Word processpapers, theses,
ins, choiceof type, symbols.CallGerry at 643-

dissertations.

—

WANTED ASTHMA PATIENTS for research
Center
y
v jnia
ma eya|uation and one day observation plus
honorarium if qualified for study. Call 2230835-

■n Haircuts $12.50

WANTED FOR STUDIES nonsmokins people
-with asthmaproblemafterstrenuous exercise,
especially runnins or cyclins. Paid 525/visit if
you qualify.Call527-1200.
LEATHER COAT size 12-14. Tan, bought at
Fredricks for 5250 will sell for 5175. Call 6265747

IT'S TERRIBLE TO BE LONELY. Allow us to
find the right person for you in your area or
elsewhere.Reli3ious,General, Senior Citizens
Classifications.Free info: Write Billene s Dept.
SUS Box 1110, Merlin, Oregon 97532-1110.

Daily 10 AM to 7 PM, Sat. 8:30 AM to 5 PM

WORD PROCESSING
QUALITY TYPING of
your resumes, term papers,thesesanddissertations.Askabout ourstudentdiscount.Word
Dynarr'cs, 3120 Bankof CaliforniaCenter, 5830127.

WANTED, AN ACOUSTIC NYLON STRING
GUITAR. Used would be fine. I've got a
Hondasteel string and wouldbewillingto
trade or deal. Am looking for something
nottoo expensive.CallLaura at 626-6850.

Hair fashion for men and women
324-3334
Capitol Hill 1118 East Pike
Ballard 1424 N.W. 56th
784-7997

-

■■■■

—

No appointment needed

—

Lecturer foresees a video-ized future America
by JohnMiller

nesday, may have enjoyed more than an
hour of entertainment. They may have re-

The more than30 people who spent their
lunchperiodlistening to the presentationof
"Brooke Shields, Video Recorders and the
GenericCareer,
" a look at AmericanSociety
in the '80s, byS.U. graduate studentDerek
Mills in Campion's Cave Annex last Wed-

ceivedalookintothefuture.
Mills, aburly man with afullbeardandan
oratorical style similar to Orson Welles',
kept the audiencein stitches with a series of
reflections on the values of the American
peopleandtheir passions, before heshocked

Christianity and modern world
to bediscussed by Church leaders
by Farzaneh Ganjizadeh

A series of winter lecturesaboutthe churches'role inthemodern world willbeheld
atlibrary auditorium, starting Feb.2, from 7:30-9:30p.m.and going every Thursday
for amonth.
Thethemebehindtheseriesisthechurches'missionto the world,according toGary
Chamberlain, associateprofessor of theologyand religious studies and director of
SUMORE. The series will examine four main areas: disarmament, peacemaking,
justice, andlabor.
The first lecture will be presentedby Seattle Archbishop RaymondHunthausen.
He will bespeaking on nuclear disarmament.Last June,Hunthausencalledfor civil
disobedienceand tax resistance against the continued arms build-up and weapon
productiononthe partof theUnited States.Hunthausen's statementresulted in discussion in thenewspapersandamongvarious religious groups.Hunthausenhas been
invited by the theologydepartment especiallybecause "hehas become more outspoken in his views of nuclear weaponsand the continued proliferationof nuclear
weaponsasbeingagainst thebasicmessageofChristianGospel," Chamberlainsaid.
On Feb.9, theRev. Jon Nelson, Lutheranpastor at the U.W. campus Christian
Ministry, willlecture onpeace-makingin theglobal community.He willcomment on
violenceinAmericansocietyandhow Christianscan respondtoit.
"If you want peace, work for justice" is the main topic ofthe third lecture. Don
Hoops,directorofthe Hunger ActionCenterand amember ofArchdiocesanPeace
andJustice Committee, willspeak Feb. 16 about Reaganomicsand the ways Christians can respond to it. In this era ofReaganomics,Chamberlainbelieves, churches
can play their roles in two ways: as volunteer organizations,providingservices that
governmentused toprovide,andas challengersof thebudgetcuttingpolicies.
The fourth lectureof theseries willbeFeb. 23 withChamberlainandGeorgeJeannot, assistant professor of theologyand religious studies.They willexplorethe questionofthe Americanworker'ssituationintoday's societyespeciallyin light ofJohn
PaulH's Encyclical"OnHuman Work." According to Chamberlain, the encyclical
isan outlineof the worker'splacein modernindustrialized,urbanized, and technologicalsociety. The encyclicalalso recognizes the worker's rights to organizeand to
strike.
The 1982 winterlecture seriesis sponsoredby the theology department with the
ArchdiocesanOffice of Religious Education. Tickets for the series are $17 and
student admission will be $3.50 per session. For further information, call the
Officeof ReligiousEducation,723-4750.

ENGINEERING/SCIENCE

them withsuggestions on where those trends
couldlead. First on his list of observations
wastheBrookeShieldsphenomenon.
"Brooke Shields, the star of 'Pretty
Baby,' caused quite a stirappearingas a 10-year-old prostitute, as well as outrage at a
young girl playing such a role. People
shouldn't have worried. Brooke Shields is
now an exploiter, instead of the exploited.
She is no longera person,butan institution,
a creation of the media.If you look at her
careeryou findsheis like Charo, inaclass of
peoplewhoare famous for nothingbut being
famous."
"We are allreadyto be famous for 15 seconds," said Mills. "You look at the local
news and the fierce competition of the best
'man on the street interview'and combine
that with the rash of natural disasters and
people are ready for the cameras. Marin
County can be washed into the San Francisco Bay or St. Helens can eruptand people
can tellyouhow they feel with such articulationand descriptionthatit amazesme.
Mills describesthe wholeattitudeas one of
readiness,withpeopleconstantlythinkingof
how they feel.He describes the result as an
almostmorbiddesirefor disaster: "Toobad
"
aboutthe neighbor'shouse, buthereIam.
The resultoftheseconfused priorities and
conflicts pitting individual gain over social
conscience,according to Mills,is thedissolving of "thestableinner core of society. The
extent to which the respectablehas become
dissolute."

"

Mills cited video recorders and games as
making televisionsomethingpeoplemust actively participate in, thus moving more
peopleaway from the passive "boob tube"
effect of hours of television viewing. This
newinvolvementcan alsobeseen inpeople's
drive to get ahead by buying books telling
them how to make it in the career of their
choice.
"Thesebookstellyou where to beat acertain age and what you should be working
towards. They cover such items as: What
parties to attend, what to wearto them, what
to drink,how to drinkit, who todrink itwith
and what to doif you spill your drink," said

Mills.

"Theonlythingthesebooksdon't tellyou
is what to do whenthere's
'' no jobs available
inyour fieldof study.

Commemorative Mass Saturday
A Jubilee Mass, commemorating the
50th year of the OregonProvince of the
Societyof Jesus, will be celebrated at St.
Joseph's Church, 18th Avenue E. and E.
Aloha Street, Jan. 30 at 7:30p.m.
Themusic fortheMass was composedby
Kevin Waters, S.J., chairman of S.U.s
fine artsdepartment. Theco-celebrantsare
Thomas Royce, S.J., provincial of the
OregonProvince;Pat Hurley,co-pastorof
St. Joseph's, and Thomas Healy, S.J.,

president ofSeattlePrep. The homilist will
beFrank Case, S.J., associateprofessor of
business atS.U.and rector of S.U.sJesuit

community.
PhyllisLegters, danceinstructorat S.U.,
willdirect agroupofliturgicaldancers during the celebration. A brass quintet from
the Broadway Chamber Orchestra will
play coordinatedby Gary Fladmoe. The
S.U. chorus, under the direction of
WilliamSummers, willsing.

STUDENTS:
Have YouHeardAbout Seattle
University's Student-Alumni
Network?

MAJORS
Scholarships Available!!
If you're a sophomore, junior or senior
majoring in math, engineering or physical
sciences, the Navy has a program you should
know about.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer
Candidate-College Program, and if you
qualify, you will receive a $3,000 bonus immediately and earn as much as $1,000 a
month right through your senior year. When
you finish college, you'll receive an additional
year of advanced technical education...and
another $3,000 cash bonus.
It isn't easy; only one of six applicants
will be chosen. But if you make it, you'll have
qualified for an elite engineering training program, unequaled hands-on responsibility, a
$45,000 salary after just four years, and
outstanding qualifications for jobs in private
industry.
Ask your placement office to set up an
interview with a Navy representative when he
visits thecampus.
If you prefer, call Lt. Scott Evans collect
at 206-442-5700. Dare to be among the best.

Examples of this type of behavior were
drawnfrom the Americanupper class, who
rely on therulesandmores of society to protect theirinterestsandyetare the forerunners
inpracticingan "unendorsedstyle ofbehavior."
Mills'humorbegan to takeonan edgethat
quietedmost of hisaudienceas he began discussing the type of future these inconsistencies werebringing the countryinthe '80s.He
began to explainhow in the '80s America
would begin to see a move toward racial
integration,butthis wouldbeoffsetbyan increaseineconomic stratification.
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PROJECT
A.S.K.
AlumniSharingKnowledge
Let SUAlumniHelp YouMake Those
Important CollegeandCareer Decisions!
ForMoreInformationContact
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626-6235
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Need for conservation sparks task force energies*
by TimEllis
S.U.s energy consumption is up about
twice as much as last year in steam usedfor
heating.
William Hayes, S.J., vice president for
administration,says that onereason for this
may be several leaks in the steam system,
many of which have been located and
repaired.But another, and possibly greater
reason,Hayessaid, is adecreasein the "level
of consciousness" in the need to conserve
energyamongpeopleatS U
"It's a real concern," Hayes said.
"(Energy costs) are an extremely critical
budgetitem," headded.
One step taken by the administration to
reduceenergy consumptionis to re-establish
the studentenergytask force. Thetask force
was discontinued at the beginning of this
year because, Hayes said, "all the workstudy money was tied
" up at the beginning of
the (winter)quarter. As a result, moneyfor
theenergytaskforce wasnot allocated.
But when the amount of steam used for
heating became known, it caused "great
concern" among the administration, said
Hayes, which, inpart, contributed to thereformationof theenergytask force.
"I think that probably encouraged them
to get the student energy task force established. .It did help,"Hayessaid.
Hayes said that the task force will help
people at S.U. realize the importance of
conserving energy, as did last year's task
force. Last year's task force succeeded in
substantialenergysavings,winningacompetition amongseveral Northwest universities
for conservingenergy.
The task force also assisted in keeping
windowsclosed and turning off lights, but
more importantly, the group's publicity
campaignsucceededinconveyingthe importance of energyconservation,Hayessaid.

..

Foster and another task force member,
Theresa Ircinck, will patrol the campus
looking for open windows,and lights on in
emptyrooms.
Foster said that he is concerned about
energy usage at S.U., noting that energy
costsat S.U. directly affecttuitioncosts.
"People arealways complainingthat they
can'tdo anything abouttuition increases,"
Fostersaid."If they'dbemorecarefulabout
''
turning lightsoff, that wouldhelp.
"We needthe assistanceof an energytask
force," Hayessaid. "We needto continually
educate the faculty, administration and
studentsabouttheneed tokeep the temperature downt0 65 degrees."
w
Sommersaidthatkeepingthe thermostats
set at the correct temperature has been a
"major problem." He recommended that
offices be kept at 65 degrees, and dorm
roomsbeset around70.
Theenergyretrofit project, begun inNovember to modifyS.U.s buildings for more
energy efficiency, will eliminate problems
with thermostats on campus, Hayes said.
Attempts to reset thermostatshave been a
"major problem" on campus this year,
according to Sommer. The task force will
correct this, however, he added, by monitoring room temperatures and thermostat
settings.
The energy retrofit project will result in
energy savings as soon as it is completed
sometimein June, according toHayes. It
pay for itself in five years, he said, unless"
unforeseenproblems arise, such as an extraordinary fuel-costincrease.
"It's hard to talk about savings in that
sense," Hayes said ofretrofitdividends.He
notedthat inflationis one of the factors that
complicates figuring how such a project
wouldreturnthe originalinvestment.

_
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photo by jeremvglassy

William Hayes,S.J.

publicity was one of the most important
functions ofthe task force.
Thechairman for this year's task force,Ed
Foster, is "excited" about working on the
task force.
"Iwant to continuelast year's work," the
junior engineeringmajor said. "I'dlike to
establish groundwork for ongoing (energy)
conservation,"headded.

"Iam concerned," Hayes said, "of the
need to have better control of steam usage
and tobettermonitor theclosing''of windows
at the endof everyworkingday. Hayes said
that the "consciousness level(forconserving
''
energy) hasnotbeen ashigh as lastyear.
Joe Sommer, physical plant manager,
agreed, saying that last year's task force
"very definitely" was helpful in campus
energy conservation. He added that
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Stay ahead of the game!
Reinforce your college degree by getting a better start
through Army ROTC's special Two-Year Program.
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ASSU Dance and Bash with
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Fri., Jan. 29, 1982

I

I

Campion 9-1 am

I

$2.00 students $4.00 non-students
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I.D. required for beer
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ASSU Presents Fellini's
"La Dolce Vita"
Wed., Jan. 27, 8pm Pigott Aud.

I
I

I

—
ASSU Winter elections positions open:
ASSU President, First Vice President, Second Vice President,
Treasurer and3 Senate seats
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Signups Jan. 27-Feb.10 (12:00 noon)
Mandatory candidates meeting Feb. 10, 12:00 noon also, positions
of election coordinator and judicial board members are open. Inquire at ASSU.

ASSU/Sigma lota present

FAC in Tabard
Friday, Jan. 29th, 4-7 pm
Beer & Wine (over 21 only)
Annual International Dinner

Sat., Jan. 30, 7:30pm

Campion Tickets $5.00
($4.00 if purchased at ASSU)

Variety Show
Thurs., Jan. 28, 7:30
Pigott Aud. $1.50 students
$2.50 non-students

Movie in Tabard: "Animal House"
Tues. Feb. 2, 7:30 pm Free
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Lady Chiefs sweep by Alaska; Intramural B-Ball 2nd week:
The run and gun is on!
Stimac is Player of the Week
Sue Stimac, who earned All-American
honors last year, was named Division II
Player of the Week by the Women's Sports
Federation. Stimac was given this award for
her performanceduring the weekof Jan. 10-16.

In thatspan,Stimac averaged23 pointsin

two games against Central Washington and
Gonzaga. Besides her scoring efforts, she

also collected 12 rebounds against Central
and17 reboundsagainstGonzaga.

Cathy Percy scored 28 points and Sue

Stimac had 13 rebounds in the first game.

They got help from Bernie McLaughlin,reserve guard, who scored 10 points and had

seven reboundsin 24 minutes. In thesecond
game, Percy scored24pointsand Stimachad
15 rebounds, while senior guard Glenna
Carter made 14 assists, one short of the
schoolrecordfor a single game.
These wins improve the Chieftain record
to 4-2 in the conference and 7-5 overall.
Coach Dave Cox said the team played with
poiseinitsfirstovertimegamethisyear.

The Chieftains' next game is Jan. 29
against Idaho in Connolly Center. Idaho is
the defendingconference championand has
an 11-4 record. The next night, Jan. 30, the
Chieftains play Lewis and Clark, whose
record is 7-3. Coach Cox said he expects
difficultgames withboth teams.

"""""**

Sue Stimac

Seattle University's women's basketball
team won two games against Alaska-Fairbanks, 75-62 and 68-67, at Fairbanks last
weekend.They won the secondgamein overtime.

The Chieftain men dropped another one
as they lost to Simon Fraser 63-55 at Simon
Fraserlast week.
TheClansmenofSimonFraserdominated
the boards with a 32-19 margin. MikeJackel
led all scorers with 23 points. Jackel also
collected 13 rebounds. Alan Kristmanson
helped the cause for the Clansman with 15
pointsand 7 rebounds.
Lynn Coleman was the leading scorer for
the Chiefs with 19 points. Greg Pudwill

chippedin with14points.
The loss drops theChiefs to two winsand
16 losses.

by Kevin McKeague
Who needs a set-up-for-a-good-shot
offense when most, if not all, of a team's
points are scored on steals, turnovers, and
fastbreaks? Certainly not Snowblind, who
last Wednesday night,did just that.
Totally dominating theboardsand tempo
ofthe game, not to mention the other team,
Snowblind, with 6-foot-10 Ricky Hill and
Bob Kennedy in control of the boards,
breezed to a 76-28 triumph over the

Hoopers.

The Schoolers slidpast Oghana Gang 47-43; Bundy's nipped Deaphia 46-43; and
Dribblin' Dix dribbled,and shot, to a102-44
drubbing over Drinkin' Buddies in other
Wednesdaynight action.
In whatstartedout asa rather boring game
between the Schoolers and Oghana Gang,
the two teams ended on an exciting note.

With seven minutes left in the first half and
the score 10-8, the nameof the game was definitely not defense;it was shootand miss.
Both teams kept up with each other in the
secondhalfuntiltheSchoolersstarted topull
away.Oghana Gang managed to stay within
striking distance until their rally late in the
game fell four points short.
"They playeda good gameandbeat us fair
and square," said Bo Guilbeault, who
seemed unhappy with the refereeing. "A lot
of calls weren't called that should've been
called."
Dribblin' Dix doubled their firsthalf score
of 51 to break the double-digit barrier; they
did it with help from John Augustavo and
Roy Whipple, who scored 30 and 27 points
respectively.

Sunday appears to be the day for onesided victories as Gimme 3 Steps, Just Us,
Inc. and the Tired Old Men all coasted to
wins.
Dan Davis of CopenhagenChew Misers
said of' the 66-36. wipe out against Gimme 3
Steps, 'They out rebounded as and weretoo
strong on the boards. When we had our
shots, wemissed."
Just Us, Inc. waxed the Islanders 74-32;
the Tired Old Men disposed of Beta Alpha
Psi 57-22; and BotchaMakoola got byFalse
Pretenses.sl-43 in what turned out to be the
only "close" game oftheday
"They (Just Us, Inc.) were just more of a
team than we were," cited Rocky Hill of the
Islanders. "Ithink if they challenged S.U.s
basketballteam,they'd win."
The women'sleague began their competition on Sunday, and, keeping in tune with
the times, produced three moreblowouts.
Joe's Bar& Grill cookedFemme Fatale's
goose 38-8; the Superhoopers whipped the
Lady Lakers48-21;and Chic blitzed Omega
40-10.
The Lady Lakers' Alvah Kaai said,
"Although it was our first game, we played
together as a hard and somewhat organized
team. With a littlemore practice and experience, beexpecting a bettershow."
Her teammate, Dorena Bingham, adds,
"It was a fun game. We were very out of
shape and badly conditioned, bul hopefully
by our next game we will be in shape and

.

ready toplay.
"Mutfy's (Helen Sauvage) team is good,"
Bingham continued. "They play well
together, but hopefully we'll beat them by

theendofIheyear."

Time Out
by

The demise of Chieftain basketball

Keith Grate
The1981-82 S.U. men's basketball team is within striking distance
of compiling its worst record in school history. The record was set in
the 1945-46 season when the mighty Chieftains managed to lose 22
games. Not including last night's game against Central Washington,
this year's squad has a record of two wins and 16 losses. The loss of
Al Moyerdidn't make the picture toobright for the Chiefs. They still
have seven games left to reach the record.
Tobe honest about it, it is really a shame that the team is having a
season like this. It is my feeling that this would not be happening if
the university would not have eliminated the practice of providing
scholarships for athletes.
S.U.s last NCAA team had enough talent to appear on TV every
Saturday. Out of that team, one of the players, Jawaan Oldham, is
now playing professional basketball for the Houston Rockets. What
feel
about the rest of the squad? Well, since the question came up, I
that it is necessary to tell you where they are now. Guard Larry
MartinandForward Lawrence Brooks are playing for St. Martin'sof
Tennessee. Bernard Hill, a forward, is playing for Panhandle State
University in Oklahoma. Charles Fears is playing for Green River
College in Washington State. Oliver Manual was a guard-forward
and is playing for Tulane University inNew Orleans. After the S.U.
administration decided to cut theprogram these players left.
The teamin that year suffered from inconsistent play at key positions. This year's team is just suffering. Who is to blame? Who is
responsible for this year's disaster? The players? No, because they are
playing to the best of their ability. The coach? Well, you can't blame
himbecause this is Coach LenNardone's first full season.
He was hired so late last year that he never really had a chance to
do any type of recruiting. Ipersonally have doubts about how
successful Nardone can be in recruiting good athletes to attend S.U.
With no scholarships given to players now, CoachNardone will have
ahard time trying to sell S.U. to anybody. Why play at S.U.and not
receive any funding for an education when a player can go somewhere else and receive aid? That is a question that is very difficult to
answer. Is the administration to blame for this year's record? It is a
strongpossibility and here is why:
There is a lot of talk about a major change in status for S.U. and
all of the schools in the area. Due to travel expenses, the schools are
looking into the possibility of changing to NCAA Division 111 status.
Currently, S.U., Simon Fraser, St. Martin'sandPacific Lutheran are

in theNAIA District. Ifthere is a chance, these schools will all change
their status to Division 111. But, currently, all that that is talk and
speculation.
Next year's basketball team will not have any scholarship players.
S.U. can't stay in the NAIA because the team will be facing teams
that give scholarships, which will mean another 20 losses next year.
It wouldn't shock me if this were planned. Ican see it being discussed in a conference room. "OK, this is how we will do it. First, we
to Division 111. If we make a
will drop the program from Division I
change like that, most of the scholarshipplayers will leave and we can
have a squad of local players who wouldn't need financial aid. Yes,
but what if some of the players decide to stay? If some of the players
do decide to stay, our status will go to the NAIA. The most that
know we won't do that well and
could last for is two or three years. I

if we don't, maybe the scholarship players will leave after one year
and go to another school. There will be so few scholarship players left
thatit is very hard to plan on winning seasons.
"After those two years we can hopefully talk other local schools
into joining us in the status change. Yes, but what if they don't go
along with the change? The only Division HI schools are in California. Do you know what kind of travel expenses that will bring? I
know, but it isa gamble that we will have to take."
A likely script indeed. Right now, things are going according to the
script. In the second year of NAIA play, the Chieftains have acombined record of 11-29, 8-16 against NAIA teams.Itis not all that bad.
It could be worse. But it isa shame that the individual players have to
suffer through this script.
It would serve the administration right if the schools didn't go
along with the change of status like S.U. Right now the local schools
either don't know or won't say.
What a gamble! If it works, the school will have a feather in its
cap. If not, the school could have very big travel costs. Who knows,
somethingmight happen within the two extremes I've just mentioned.
Even if it does work, CoachNardone will still have a hard time selling
a team that is in the process of chalking up one of the school's worst
records. You can get a lot of publicity for losing too many games. I
guess winning isn't the most important thing to the school. It must be
the report at the end of the year telling them whether they have saved
money on the athletic program or not.
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in 'a league by itself?'
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Several Northwest schools maypick up division 111 affiliation

I

If S.U.s

by SteveSanchez
sports department

decided

—

to

compete indivision111of theNationalColle-

giate Athletic Association today
instead
of stayingonschedule with thecurrent sports
transition program
among other
considerations, it would run into one small
problem: there wouldbe no one around to
playagainst S.U.
Presently,onewouldhave to walk very far
or budget thousands of dollarsfor travel
expenses — in order to locate the nearest
interdivisional rival.Those teams, andthere
areonlyseven of them on theWest Coast,lay
hours flying time to the south in
California.
Thatis why S.U.sportsadministrators are
interested in what members of the Pacific
Northwest
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference will do over the next several
months. A division 111 league may form in
WashingtonandOregon as earlyas next fall.
Seven schools make up the small college
sports league:Lewis and ClarkCollege,Linfield College, Pacific College, Pacific Lutheran University, Whitman College, Whitworth College and Williamette University.
The conferenceis affiliated with theNationalAssociation ofIntercollegiateAthletics, as

—

—

None ofthe leaguemembersawardathletic scholarships,but they dohand out grants
and financial aid, the amount determined
9>y the school'sfinancial aidofficeand based
on theathlete'sneed.
ThePacific Northwestconference recently gave its members permission to "pursue
joint membership" and become NCAA
111 members as well. The PNIAC
hools debatedthe jointaffiliation question
>r about a year and ahalf, according to Jim
ittilsby,assistantathleticdirectorat PLU.
"After the spring meeting,it wouldbe up
ithe individualinstitutions to do whatever

i vision

they wanted to do next fall as far as dual
membershipis concerned,"hesaid."Nodecision wasmade as far as whatdirection the
conference was goingto take,but thereis the
for some
prospect of dual memberships
''
obviousfinancialreasons.
Kittilsby explainedthata*schoolcan "pick
and choose" from an expanded number of

NCAA members. No one is going to abandonthe NAIA,hesaid.
The lack of division 111 competition in
Washington andOregon alsoconcerned the
Pacific Northwest conference. "There are
no division 111 schools in the Northwest,"
Kittilsbysaid."Iftheconferencedidn't goas
a whole
if there are just a few isolated

—

'Say,if S.U.and Lewis and Clark are the only two (div.Ill)
schools in the Northwest,then you'd have to go to

California and playsomebody _..'
post-season tournaments offered through a

join affiliation. The NAIA could have a
nationalchampionshipin West Virginia, he
illustrated, while the NCAA could hold its
division 111 tournament in Oregon. PLU
wouldprobablysendits athletestoOregon.
"Bear in mind," he added, that in most
sports, the institution bears the full cost of
getting theindividualto thenationalmeet.In
these years of tough dollars, that's a very
If we were dual
significant thing
members of the NAIA and the NCAA,
chances are we would opt for (Oregon),
because we wouldhave to bear the full cost
of sending whoever qualified to compete
there. It would be economically advantageous. Wecouldsendmoreparticipants.
"If we weregoingto Wheeling, West Virginia, maybe we could send one or two
people, but to Forest Grove,
'' Oregon, we
wouldsendthe wholethem.
The Pacific Northwest conference was
careful in its consideration to join the
NCAA, Kittilsby continued. Member
schools ruledout completeswitchovers; the
guidelines between the two national affiliationscould differ, he pointedout, andthat
couldstrainrelationsbetween theNAIA and

....

COSTUME CONTEST
1. Take off your jeans
2. Dress up in scarlet and white
3. Come to the Lady Chieftain/Chieftain DH, Jan. 30,
at 7 p.m.
4. Win $25 from Jeans Warehouse
Questions? Call 626-5305.

at WhitworthCollegebelieveshis school will
remainsolelyan NAIAmemberfor at leasta
few more seasons. Membership in division
111 was contingent on the college'sinvestigation of the football program last quarter,
according to Reed. With Whitworthbeing a
Christian liberal arts school, he explained,
the investigationcommittee wanted to find
out ifthe footballprogramwasbeneficial for
the students. Cancelling football at
Whitworth would have "opened some
doors" for the college'sathletic administration. Joining theNCAA wasoneoption.

—

schools, you'd wonder for someofthe team
sports how you would qualify to go any-

...

where
Say, ifS.U.andLewis andClark
are the only two (div. Ill) schools in the
Northwest, then you'd have to go to
California and play somebody to get arank-

"I think if the football program would
have been
— cancelled if that happened,it
didn't there wouldhavebeen some possibilities with dual membership," Reed said.
"But as for right now, and probably for
quite a while, Ithink there
" will not be that
change, we willbe NAIA.

ing."

That, he said, would defeat the economic
reason for affiliating with NCAA division

111.
Kittilsby believes it will take only a few
monthsbefore somePacificNorthwestconferenceschooldeclaresduelaffiliation.John
Wilcox, Whitman College athletic director,
agrees.
"Iwouldsuspect that probably this spring
or this summer, there will be some schools
that willpick up dualmembership," Wilcox
said. "Idon't know what we (Whitman) are
going to do for sure, but Iwill not be
surprised if we go'dual:have some sports in
division111andsome sportsinNAIA."
Whitman, so far, has only considereddual
membership, Wilcox pointed out. No
decisionhas beenmade yet.
John Reed, an assistant basketballcoach

Soccer sign-ups still
open; arm wrestling
set for next month
Theintramuraldepartmentis now holding
sign-ups for indoor coed soccer and for arm
wrestling.
The arm wrestling tournament will have
sign-ups from Feb. 2 through Feb. 10. The
tournament will be held Feb. 12 at the
TabardInn.
Sign-ups for soccer willbe goingon until
Feb.3 at 5 p.m.PlaywillstartFeb.7.
For moreinformation, contact university
sports at 626-5305.

ANNUAL
INTERNATIONAL
DINNER
CampionBallroom
Jan. 30, 1982
7:30 pm-???
Cost $5.00

I<V\L IGrand CanyonI
RCv-aJ Park Lodges
W

I

EarlySpring and
ISummer Full Time
Opportunities

I

We have many entry level jobsavailable in our hotels and restaurants
beginning at 3.50/hour. We promote from within,but you must be
willing to work at the job you acIcepted for at least 90daysbefore being eligible for transfer to another
department.

t

INTERVIEWS
Friday,January 29
Travelodge,Seattle
2824 South 188th
(206)246-3600
9 am to 5 pm

Walk-Ins Only

INo PhoneCalls Accepted!
GRAND CANYON

■■■M

NationalPark Lodges
GrandCanyon, AZ 86023
Han equal opportunity employer m/f/h

Includes:
DelicaciesFromAround the World
Korean
Iranian
German
Nigerian
Chinese
Italian
Arabian
Japanese
American
And Many More
Filipino
Samoan
Guamanian
Haagen DazIce Cream
Dances and Costumes FromAround the World
.
Nigerian
Japanese
ArabianBelly'dancing
Irish
Guamanian
Samoan
andmore for yourentertainment
(Tickets for sale at ASSUBooth)

AndFor YourListeningPleasure,
Music WillBeProvided By: PACK
Sponsored by
AssociationforInternationalRelations
AIR Club

looking

ahead
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Today
The chemistry club will hold a meeting at
12:30 p.m. today in Barman 509. This quarter'sactivities willbe discussed.
All members of the faculty are invited to
attend a weekly lecture/discussion series in
the Campion basement TV lounge. These
meetings will be held every Wednesday at
noon and will continue through winter and
spring quarter.

There will be an informationpresentation on
the French in-France / German-in-Austria
Programs at noon. All those interested in the
German program should go to LA 207 and
those interested in the French program should
go to LA 208.
Members of Model United Nations will
meet in Xavier basement at noon today for a
clubmeeting.
Dr. Rostam Kavoussi, from theU. of W. will
speak at 9 a.m. in LA 320 on "The Economic

Background of the 1973 Oil Crisis." His
visit is sponsored by MRC-IIand supported by
the globalstudies project.
The Black Student Union will meet at
noon in Bellarmine conference room.
The Sailing Club will hold a general
meeting at noonin Barman502

28
Open mike night is moving to Thursday
evenings from 8 to 10p.m.
A Bread for the World potluck meeting
will be held at 6:30 p.m. at 410 11th Aye. #2.
For moreinformation call Colleen or Joan at
329-5159.
Come to the S.U. Variety Show at 7:30
p.m. This show will benefit the S.U. Childcare
Center. Featured will be S.U. groups and de
partment performances including: ragtime
Repertory Dancers Northwest,
piano,
Hawaiian dancers and old TV Skits, plus
more. The show takes place in Pigott auditorium, cost is low, pay at door For moreinformation call Bill Eddy at 626 5394.

EM

As a Part of the Black History MonthCelebration at S.U., the Paul Robeson Community
Theatre Group will present "Through the
Years" Feb. 6 at 7 p.m. in Pigott auditorium.
"Through the Years" is a collection of original
works that depict the historical contributions
made by black Americans Tickets are avail
able at the door. Admission will be $3 for
adults and$2 for students The performance is
sponsored by the Black Student Union. For
more information call 626-6226.

etc.

S.U.s chapter of the Washington Association of Nursing Students (SWANS) will
hold a bake sale from 10:30 to 1 p.m. today in
the Chieftain.

"Perspective on Prison Life," applications are available in the Campus Ministry
office to visit the Monroe Reformatory and to
listen to speakers oncampus regarding the prison system m.Washington State.

30
A Legislative Conference willbe held from 9

a.m. to 5 p.m. today at the Vance Airport Inn
near Sea-Tac. The program includes an
awareness of the State Legislature's 1982
agenda. Five forums are included: Adult

Hurry andsign up for theSearch Weekend;
the deadline is Jan. 29 for the Feb. 12-14
Search.

Corrections, Disabled, Taxation, Mental
Health, and Education Registration is $15.

Students who intend to removean incomplete grade from the fall quarter must com-

Tired of the same old weekend? Meet new
and old friends for fun, reflection and challenge. Learn more about what living life is all
about. Join other youngadults from 18to35at
the Fourth Annual Young Adult Conference,Feb. 5 through 7 at Warm Beach Camp.
Cost is $30 for an unforgettable weekend.
Contact the folksin Campus Ministry for more
information

Tax Resistance is a way to promote peace.
A workshop onthe Catholic teachings regarding war and peaceand the practical aspects of
tax resistance will be held from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. in the library, room 108. There will be no
chargeexcept possible $2 for materials.
The A.I.R.Club will present its Annual In-

pletethe work, obtainan "I"grade removal for
form from the registrar's office, take it to the

controller's office and pay a $10 fee, then submit the form and the receipt to the instructor
by Feb. 12 Confirmation of the gradereceived
will be mailed to the student when the
processing is complete.

Tutoring is available lor accounting
students in the Beta Alpha Psi Office, Pigott
153at the following times.
Monday
9-10a.m.
10 11 am 84:30 s:3opm
Tuesday
Wednesday 9 10a.m. & noon to 1 p.m.
Thursday
10-11 am.&4:30-5:30pm
All students are welcome touse the services
ol Alpha BetaPsi's tutoring inaccounting.

Apphcationsarenowbeing accepted tor ttie
1982 Student Orientation Chairperson.
Interested students may receive additional
information in the office of the dean of students, located on the second floor ol the
Student Union Building. All applications must
bereturned no later than noon,Feb. 5.

ternational Dinner Jan. 30. This dinner in-

cludes dances and foods from around the
world and will be held in'the Campion dining

hallat7p.m.

2

Sign-ups for the Career Planning andPlace

Upcoming UJAMAA events are as
follows:
"
Feb. 3
"Last Grave at Dimbazwe,
library auditorium, noon to 1.30
p.m.
Feb. 24 "White Lagger," library auditorium, noon to1:30p.m.
March 3 "Generations ol Resistance"
These events are co-sponsored by the
Officeof Minority Aflairs.

ment Center's on-campus recruiting protect
will take place on the following dates:

Seattle University's department of
doctoral studies in educational leadership
offers a free public seminar on "The Global
Education Challenge." The seminar will be
held in the library Stimson roomFeb. 2 from 7
t0 9:30 p.m. Due tolimited space, reservations
are required, ca11626-5826.

Sign-up today for Xerox salesperson posi
tions and Naval Undersea Warfare Enginerring Stationengineer positions.
Sign-up Jan. 28 for engineering and
business positionsat The Boeing Company.
For aposition as an engineer at Honeywell,
sign-up Jan.29.
Sign-up for an engineering position at
Applied Technology on Feb. 3 and sign up
tor management traning positions at Meier &
Frank (Dept. Store) on Feb. 4.
Most actual recruiting and interviews take
place during the second week of February.
Contact Career Planning and Placement for
moreinformation.

3
Alpha kappa Psi will sponsor a blood drive
in conjunction with the Puget Sound Blood
Center in the upper Chieftain lounge from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. Sign-up in the Chieftain
through Friday from 9 a.m.to 7p.m.

Tickets for the Breakers versus Vancouver
ice hockey game Jan. 31 will be sold in
Bellarmine lobby at a two- f or-onediscount for
students. These tickets will also be on sale at
the ASSU ticketbooth in the Chieftain. Oneof
the team members will be in the Bellarmine
lobby Jan. 28 to generatespirit for the game
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See your Jostens' Representative.
DATE

February 1-2

PLACE University Bookstore
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now don't get me wrong,

'

I've got as much respect
for the dignity ofage as the next,

>

thereshe stood,
mink mouths and tails trailing
from her ancient brown paper saggy bag

.

tailoreddress, pearls and diamonds
and a silver pin curl coiffure.
And Imean she probably was
assweet an old grandmother

(fa

especially when it can'tbe backed up
byanythingmore than pearls,
diamonds,curlsand saggy tits,
Chanel, mink snarls and tails.
Imean, Jesus Qod,
she expected sheer arrogance
(The snow had fallen fresh that morning.)
Well, Ijust couldn'tstand it.

Iscooped up an icy slushball
and smacked her right
in theside of the head.
her head to look at me,
(by this time the slush
had slushed its way down the front
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(arrogance doesn't mix with Chanel)
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PREAMBLE

Marisofs

mother drove the turnpike with righteous caution. Cars
passed them on both sides. "Look at them," she fretted. "I'm going
the speed limit."It was a long trip, and she said it many times. Marisol had
packed her songbook and dugit out to sing "Grandfather's Clock" and
"Waltzing Matilda" in a tremulous soprano. This oftensoothed hermother.
Marisol was going to college.
Upon the advice of her high school English teacher and drama coach,
Mr. McNary, sheintended tomajor in theatre arts because she had a
"marked talent"for acting. A small private speech school in Boston met her
needs exactly. Scholarships were abundant.
Marisol's mother, whofelt her daughter had a marked talent in everything, agreed upon the college and spent the summer sewing and labeling a
modest wardrobefor the event.Marisol did not question this decision. She
preferred to walk the woodsand watch the light slant through the pines and
rabbits lunge from blackberry bushes. She wrote long outlines on the care
and feedingof her turtles and cat for her brother. Her pollywogs were
beginning to sprout tinylegs, and she regretted putting them back in the
reservoir.

She likedher own company and that of her littlebrothers. After dishes
were done and the boys in bed, she would sit on the porch rail, her arm
around a piller, watching the stars appear. For hours, she scanned the sky
for theRussian sputnik and imagined confrontations with extraterrestrials.
What would they think, these chattering, exotic galaxy riders, to find
anothercelestial body traveling in humdrum circles.
She did not chatter nor was she exotic. Possessed of a curious, careless
mind, she was capable of deep thought while remaining indifferent toimmediate and practical concerns. She left responsibility for herself toher
mother. She was then free tobury her wits and dwell in vague and delicious

preamble.
Beforeshe left, she saw Carousel for thefifth time. She hadmemorized
Julie Jordan's part. Although she had no ideal love in mind, the hardand
risky image of Billy Bigelow dominated her fantasies. Mr. Snow did not

interest her.
It was i960. Marisol was seventeen. She had never been kissed, knew
nothing about drugs, and understood that she must wear a girdle with
straight skirts. She had the silhouette of an adolescent boy, without the
girdle, and walked with the grace of a racehorse. She was wearing herfirst
pair of highheels. They were only aninch high, but she still listed forward
uncomfortably. Packed in her small truck was a coil with which she could
heat water for her tea and a box of teabags. She would have an allowance of
five dollars a week with which tobuy shampoo and toothpaste, paper and
pencils, lunches andtheatre tickets. Neither she nor her mother could think
of anything else she would need.
She had never before been away from home.
Drivers in Boston were even more reckless than those on the highways,
and her mother increased her litany of indignant and abrupt squawks.
They circled thePublic Gardens seven timesfor a place to park. Parkingin
a hotel garage cost half a weekly allowance. The sidewalk outside theBeacon Street dormitory was stacked high with trunks and swank suitcases.
Two men were hauling a floor hairdryer out of a Cadillac.Boxes of records
followed ahifi console. TVs sat on thefloor of the lobby. A tied andsuited
father held a flock of pastel ball gowns over one arm withthe aplomb of a
couturier.
Marisol was suddenly aware of her mother's hat which sported an entire
bird without tailfeathers. Thesehadbeen borrowed by a brother for an
Indian headdress.
They stood to one side as men hauled andheaved armloads ofclothes
onto the elevator. Returning studentshugged eachother with rapture.
One woman with a recently acquired nose job welcomed screaming tributes
from friends. Another woman with long, dense hair and kohl on her eyelids
sat amidst the pandemonium, strumming a guitar, her expression distant

andsoulful.
Marisol's trunk came through thedoors on theshoulderof a male whose
chest was wide enough to accommodate the letters DARTMOUTH
COLLEGE.He led them up the elevator and through the labyrinthine
hallways to her room on the fourthfloor. Her mother trottedbehind like a
giddy buffalo. Neither thought to tip him untilhe loitered awkwardly for
some minutes. Marisol pretended to look at the view from the window while
her mother searched for her change purse andcounted out two dimes and
five pennies.

I
thought they were helping out of courtesy, she fussed, countingthe
rest of her change.

The room contained two beds, two desks and two metal wardrobes.
Although the beds were pushed together, there was still no room tonavigate
except over thebeds. Her roommatehad not arrived. The bathroomserved
eight suitemates and was already cluttered with bottles and jars of aromatic
unguents.

Hermother toldher toget acquainted whileshe went topay the bill.
Marisol lingered inside the door of aroom crowded with suitemates who
had become intimate within minutes. Common ground reached without
effort: hazing atrocities, the purchase of matching bedspreads, curtains and
pillows, the exchange of clothes, a display of Johnny Mathis and Shelly
Berman records, boyfriends.
For no discernible reason, Marisol had a stomach ache.
She found the lobby again, stood against the wall and watched for her
mother. While she waited, she noticed a large, exuberant womancrush a
lighted cigarette on the sweatered back of a companion. Posters on the wall
advertised upcomingplays: Genet's TheBalcony, lonesco'sBald Soprano,
Tennessee Williams' A StreetcarNamedDesire and TheBells are Ringing.
She knew TheBells areRinging.
Sheand her mother returned toher room to find herMiro poster crushed
into the wastebasket. Her roommate had thrown it away, thinking it a
practical joke. She apologized profusely, trying to smooth it out in vain.
The roommate modeled an elegant French twist, makeup expertly
applied, a camel hair blazer with matching skirt. She slided skillfully on
three-inch heels, jingledsubtly from a charmbracelet on one slender wrist
and smelled of JeanNate.
Marisol's mother unpacked the isinglass curtains shehad hemmed for
her room and set about trying to hangthem. There were nocurtain rods,
and shescrabbled through the trunk for tacks, exposing the teabags, white
cotton underwear with name labels, a box of Ritz crackers.
Thumbtacks in hand, she stood ona chair, showing veined,plump legs
and an expanseof saggingslip. The curtains laddered from the tacks, and
her mother lamented without pause. Marisol tried toget her to stop, but she
continued to crawl along the desks, lurching toward the windows. The
roommate watched avidly.
"Stop Mother, willyou please stop!"
Her mother stopped, looked at her daughter, then stepped down with
docility.
"I'll do it later, Ma. There's no need."
Hermother turned to retrieve her purse and suggested quietly that they
eat before she left for home. The lobby was stillin bedlam. An impromptu
song fest was underway in the waitingroom. Datesfor Friday night were
already sealed. Camaraderieoverflowed. Introductions and alliances proliferated like thebaskets of fruit in the mail room. The atmosphere bristled
with libidinous joy.
Marisolfollowed her mother out the door, her eyes fastenedupon the taillessbird. They stopped at a nearby restaurant. Neither was hungry although they were forced to order a mealif they wanted a table. The waitress,
who was busy and brusque, hitMarisol accidentally on thehead with a
salad bowl. Their heapingplates turned gelid as they struggled to swallow
their tea. Parting imminent, they could not meet eachother's eyes. Marisol
was smothered in apprehension. Her limbs were heavy. She began to pant.
Her motherfussed with the food, searchedher purse for kleenex, cleaned
her glasses.Neither couldthink of anything to say.
"Ma, when weget outside, let's just
split up. You go left, I'llgo right.
ah
We won't say goodbye, ok?Otherwise
111.
burst
ok?"
Her eyes, glancing past her mother's, were wide with entreaty.
Her mother, silent andconsumed with pity, agreed.
If anyone hadbeen watchingfrom a window on NewburyStreet, they
would have seen a woman wearing a preposterous hat and clutching a purse
leave the English Tea Room, accompanied by a slim, pale girl who tilted
slightly forward as she walked. Their hands touched briefly before they
moved in opposite directions. Curiously, both stopped before they reached
the end of the block, the mother to search her purse for a wad of tissue, the
girl to cover her eyes with a hand, sway and stumble on. At the corner, she
took offher shoes and crossed the street with unusual barefoot grace.
Neither looked back.

...
... .. ...

...

MelindaJohns

Blueness

Her world is avast blueness
Covered over with grey.
Onelone girl lies on thefloor
Listens to her cries colliding with thepillow.
No one will hearher.
She cries to release theblue deep insideher.
It escapes, mixing with theblue all aroundher.
Sheis unnoticed.
Onelone girlpaints her secluded room
Blue, quickly, insanely it splatters on the walls

And drips to the floor.
Someone will see her.
She paints to release theblue deep insideher.
It escapes, mixing with theblue all aroundher.
Sheis unacceptable.
Onelone girlsits against a cold wall
Freesthe roaring bullet from its chamber.
Everyone will noticeher.
She screams to release the blue deep inside her.
It escapes, mixing with theredall around her.
She is unfortunate.
Laura Cipriano

Fat America "

"Oamici libertatem perdimus!

Come to Eden, fat America,
where cabbage is tropical,
and sleep is hard to find.
Come to Destiny made Manifestwalk tall and white among
harvests of your righteousness.
To painlessly hold thealien's pain,
to play the patient commandant to
thenerveless Article, to
the ironic offspring of Unbroken Qod
such toil ample fruit deserves.
May we wake rough from satiation,
the sleep fall screaming from dulleyes;
May we now see what our dreams have sown.
Come to Eden, huddled Masses,
where cabbage is tropical,
and sleep is hard to find.

—

Lacuna
Livingon the rim of dreams,
he uses deadleaves as passports
to theland of his frozenchildren.
Each leafbears the name
of thechild hehas christened
in the deep firs and stranded
places where thehemlock bark
turns black with rain. <
In the dark winterof thorns,
ice clicksoff their beat hearts.
He wantsto excavate the center
of their stillness. Calling them,
name by name, they awaken,
thegaze of a thousandsad dreamers
in blue flame. With one breath,
hereclaims them, sacred foundlings
ofhis childhood,cornered,
frozen, chainedand forbidden.
They forgive him thespace
that elapsed between hisfirst
hollow dream and their first lives
past whenhe couldn'tlet go.
Hetried to give it a name,
feeling nameless and homeless,
an exile in thestillborn fiction
ofremembrance. IInyavait pas
d'issue,mon Dieu. nothing melted
backward glancing, no souvenirs
of salt. Thought stiffened
from feeling, andheremembers
unmasking face after face.
Justin Rousse

WANDERER
He walked

Alone
down a dark,
murky street.
Alone

in a lonely world of trash,
alley cats,
andempty beer cans.
The streetlamps
cast a glow
on the bare pavement.
The rain
pitter-pattered
on cement.
The night was
silent.
His thoughts,
bleak.
Hislife
measured
In thedistance of sidewalks.

Leslie Thompson

TwelveOunces

The

sky was dark now and my room coldandempty.I
set my bags ofclean laundry on the floor and
pulled the Venetian blinds closed. Ah, Sundays.
They're always the same.
Iput onan album, took a Coke outof the refrigerator
and sat back on my bed. Those four walls were the
blank walls, staring blankly
same as always, too
my
at
aroundthe top of the can
finger
back me.Itraced
and sighed.
Ididn'tfeel like studying; there wasn't even anything
worthwhileon TV.My eyes were tiredofreading,even
sat there
a goodbook lookedinsurmountable. So, I
thereon theedgeof my bed
A knock soundeddulland heavy against thewooden
door.
"Come on in,"Ishouted.
A head peered around the corner. "Just wanted to
return this book. Thanks a lot," he said as he stepped
inside,breakingthe invisible barrier.
asked deviously.
"Would you like aCoke?" I
"Yeah, sure."
Ismiled tomyself IhadI2ouncesoftime.

—

—

.

.

AnitaMumm

A Book of Dreams

The

brown water stain is spreading across the
ceiling. Wet fingers have reached out and
clutched at the cobwebs in the corner. Beaded water
on the cracked ceiling is sweat on a grinning cat face
staringboldly at me from theend of a long tunnel. It's
like a kaleidoscope. The picture shifts when Iturn.
But today it's a cat. The caton its mushroom is
told MargeI
wrote that book, and
moving closer. I
did. Iwas
she called me a foolishold woman. But I
chasinga baseball one hot summer day when the window box brokeunderneath me and Ifell andthe ball
was gone.The flowers fell on me and tried to chase
me away. But Icried and they floated offin the pool.
A summer of hysteria. Another baseball game. Iate
watermelon out of a catcher's mitt and the sticky red
juice ran down my arms. Water is dripping out of the
cat's eyes ontothechair in the corner as God must
have wept over my fall. Ifall endlessly from a steep
hillside toward a deep lake where Iwill surely drown.
But the blue lake is as distant as before andI'm still
falling. IwishIwould be drowned and done with.
Someone is staring at me. The ceiling is a mirror. The
stain gets uglier every day because Fm uglier. That's
what Madge said. My tears are falling from theceiling
onto thecushion with the embroidered Narcissus,
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streaking the chair legs and soakinginto the shabby
don't know if the rugis black. I've never
black rug.I
seen it.But it shouldbe black like everythingelse.
"Holland is dead. Dead as a doornail."He stared at
his ceiling too from his nice white bed in his white
room. But he was young. Iam old. There is a great
black bird perched on the dead cat. It is not tears but
blood drippingfrom his grinning face. The bird
spreads his great rustling wingsandshadows quiver. I
must tell
What is her name? That woman who
feeds me. Leonore?No, no. That is the one he
thought of while the bird watched him. Well, Imust
tellher to
See how his eyes gleam evenin the
he
dimness as stretcheshis bald head toward me. His
dusty wings smell like moth balls as he drops down,
leaving the cat's mangled body spread out against the
black sky. Black wings beating in a noiseless, numb

...

...

...

remoteness
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